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Wildlife agency
struggles with
financial base
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The agency that manages hunting, fishing and other sports
for outdoorsmen is struggling
to shore up its financial base.
At the same time, the General Assembly steadily erodes
it, granting exemptions from
license fees to one group after
another.
To keep afloat, the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife Commission plans to raise license
fees — the only source of
money for the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources —
in the fiscal year that begins
July 1.
It also wants to offer new
combinations of licenses, at a
modest discount, in hopes of
drawing more people into hunting, fishing and boating.
The
commission
sells
850,000 licenses of various
types per year. The most popular are hunting and fishing.
Children under 16 are
exempt. People over 65 once
got free licenses, as did disabled veterans and anyone
declared totally disabled by the
Social Security Administration,
federal Railroad Retirement
Board, the Kentucky Department of Workers' Claims and
equivalent agencies in other
states.

Prisoners
could receive
more benefits
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Prisoners serving time in county jails for misdemeanor crimes
would get more benefit for
working outside the cell under
a bill passed Wednesday by
the House.
The bill would give inmates
one day of credit off their sentence for each three days they
work on public service projects, according to sponsor Rep.
Johnnie Turner, R-Harlan. Turner said work release still had
to be approved by a variety
of local officers and prisoners
who later get out of line could
have their good time credit
revoked.
Rep. Larry Clark. DLouisville, said the legislation
does not define what constitutes public service and he
worried that inmates could end
up taking the jobs of private
citizens.

Murray Main
Street to host
state meeting
Murray Main Street will host
the Kentucky Main Street quarterly meeting here in Murray
Jan. 27 and 28. A Kentucky
Renaissance training meeting
will be held Jan. 26.
The training meeting will
be held from 1-5 p.m. in the
Murray State University Curris Center. Breakfast and registration for the Jan. 27 and
28 meetings will also be held
at the Curris Center.
The staff from the Kentucky
Heritage Council will conduct
the sessions and workshops.
For more information, contact
Robin Taffler at 759-9474.
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Today...Becoming
mostly
sunny. High 30 to 35. Northwest wind 15 to 25 mph...Diminishing by afternoon.
Tonight...Clear and cold.
Low around 15. Light wind.
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Millions sought for teacher training
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Paul Patton proposed spending $23 million to get teachers better prepared and to fill some critical
shortages.
That will be the price tag for an ambitious
"teacher quality" initiative in the budget Patton will submit to the General Assembly on
Tuesday.
"We have good teacher programs, and we
have good teachers. We just need to make
them better," Patton said in a news conference Wednesday.
Legislation with details of the plan is still

being drafted. Rep. Harry Moberly, chairman
of the House budget committee, said he would
sponsor it. Moberly, D-Richmond, also headed a task force that studied teacher quality
for much of the last two years.
Teacher quality has increasingly been an
issue in Kentucky, partly because of declining
test scores in middle schools.
The General Assembly and governors since
1990 have put their energy in other areas of
elementary, secondary and higher education.
"The next logical and reasonable step we
had to take ... was to make sure every child

in each classroom had a quality teacher to instruct
them," Moberly said.
Part of the initiative is regulatory. The Education Professional Standards Board, which
certifies and disciplines teachers, would become
independent from the Kentucky Department of
Education. It would be attached to the governor's office.
The 19-member board also would review
teacher preparation programs in the state.
The colleges and universities could tap into

MI See Page 2

R e se seeking
answers about
father's death
(C) 2000 Murray Ledger & Times
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Nita Rose is angry, and she
doesn't care who knows it.
Monday will be the 22nd
anniversary of her father's death.
She still remembers Charles Arvil
Bean's final days, when leukemia
whittled the lanky 6-foot-4 former
process maintenance worker at the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
down to 70 pounds and killed him
at age 54.
His veins were too weak to
hold an IV tube
his muscles too
small to try a
morphine injection
without
hitting
bone,
she said.
Now, Rose
wants it understood that her
father was more
than just Badge
ROSE
No. 1454 at the
plant when it was run by Uni,on
Carbide, which ran the plant until
1984. She says it did not protect
their employees from radioactive
contamination and has refused to
acknowledge claims that it did so.
"I want to know what rotted
my father's body," said Rose, who
lives on South 15th Street. "I want
them to quit lying. I want the
truth.-

Nita(pronounced NIGH-ta)Rose
is among the plaintiffs in a $10
billion federal lawsuit filed by current or former employees of the
plant or their families against Union
Carbide and Lockheed Martin, the
former private operators of the
plant.
The lawsuit claims workers there
were exposed to health risks caused
by unsafe conditions at the plant.
"I blame Union Carbide," Rose
said. The company knew that workers risked contamination, but, being
in the Cold War era, demanded
secrecy from employees about what
they did At-the plant, she said.
As proof, she cites a list marked
"personal and confidential" that was
compiled by Union Carbide in the
early 1980s, but not disclosed until
this past December. Arvil Bean's
name was among 13 employees
on the list that included their cause.
of death.
"He was no more than a lab
animal out there," Rose said.
She also blames the federal
government, which hired Union
Carbide to run the plant, for not
properly monitoring how it was
operated.
As a process maintenance worker from the early 1950s until just
before his death, Bean was a utility man sent wherever needed to
weld, clean up or other miscella-

• See Page 2

Concerns
raised in
wake of
dorm fire

Charles Arvil Bean (top photo) is shown holding his daughter, Nita, in the 1950s. The bottom photo shows Bean on
Christmas Eve 1977, exactly one month before his death.

Poston
name
on new
center
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Construction on the new Murray-Calloway County health and
wellness center may not be completed yet, but the facility now
has an official name.
The hospital's board of commissioners voted Wednesday to
name the facility The J. Stuart
Poston Center for Health and Wellness for Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
"The emphasis was more on
wellness," said Catherine Sivills,
who will serve as the facility's
public relations director. "People
usually shift it to the last name,
and we didn't want to be called
a 'fitness center.—
With construction progressing
rapidly. Sivills said pre-sales for
club membership could begin as
early as April. She also said a directmail campaign involving not only
the Calloway County area but also
the entire region will be conducted.
"Hopefully, we'll have a thou.and members or more by the time
we open," Sivills said. "I would
like to have an employee drive
list so they can have a chance to
loin before the public."
Sivills said consultants would
he visiting Murray next month to
help with the purchase of equip-

Legislative phone numbers
• To check the status of a bill:
(888) 701-1488.
• To leave a message for a
legislator:(800)372-7181:TTY for
hearing impaired: (800) 896-0305.
• To check to legislative meeting schedules: (800) 633-9650.
• To leave a message for someone attending a legislative meeting: (800) 592-4399.
• To reach a legislator or legislative staff member: (502) 5648100.

SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. (AP)
As the fire alarm blared
throughout the dark dormitory,
most students chalked it up as
another false alarm, turned over
and went back to sleep.
"I thought it was a joke," said
Pete Tornatore, 18.
Instead, Seton Hall University
freshmen in Boland Hall awoke
Wednesday to a smoky fire that
killed three classmates, injured 62
and sent hundreds crawling or
jumping-out óf windows into the
cold.
The fire began in and was
largely contained to a third-floor
lounge. The cause was under investigation, but The Star-Ledger of
Newark reported today that fire
officials have ruled out careless
smoking or an electrical\ problem
as possibilities.
Investigators are seeking information on three young men whom
a resident adviser had asked to
leave the building less than an
hour before the fire broke out,
the newspaper reported, citing
unidentified sources close to the
investigation.
Essex County Prosecutor Donald Campolo on Wednesday
declined comment on a possible
cause. "It will be a painstaking
investigation," he said.
Six students were critically
burned in the fire, including one

• See Page 2

Ex-county
official
arrested
for threat

BERNARD KANE/Ledger A. Times photo
Construction workers pour a 33-inch-wide earthquake-proof footing for the new Murray.
Calloway County Hospital fitness center on Wednesday.
ment for the facility.
The decision to name the facility after Poston, who will end a
27-year term as the hospital's president/CEO in July, came from
numerous request by members of
the community, according to board
chair Judy Stahler.
"They weren't pleading with us
for it, but they dropped a bug in
our ears," she said.
Stahler said a list of candidates
to fill the Poston's position will
likely be compiled by March. She
said the hospital hopes to have
someone hired by May.
Construction of the center. as
well as the hospital's other ongoing construction projects, have

placed a heavy burden on the hospital's finances, according to the
1998-99 audit report.
The December financial statement and a review of the audit
report, presented by Mike Stigler
of Blue and Company of Louisville
showed the hospital spent in excess
of $5 million on equipment, much
of which was related to construction, last year.
-That's normally more than you
would spend over four year's time,"
Stigler said.
Poston's financial report reflected the increased spending. as the
numbers showed the hospital with
a negative $658,000 cash flow and
a 298-percent debt increase for the

month of December.
"This indicates a lot of building and a lot of equipment purchases this past year." Poston said.
"It's draining our cash."
The hospital also saw some
increases in employee health care
insurance costs last year, when it
spent $2.6 million. Poston said
there was a 32-percent increase in
employee health costs in December.
"There seems to be no end in
sight for our health care costs,"
Poston said. "We've got to get a
handle on these costs."

•See Page 2

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Carl
Brown, a former county official
and columnist for an alternative
tabloid newspaper, was arrested and
charged with making threats against
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell.
David Beyer, an FBI spokesman
in Louisville, said the threats
involved telephone calls made to
the senator's home.
Jeffrey A. Lampinski, Special
Agent in Charge of the Kentucky
office of the FBI, said in a statement that Brown, 49, was arrested Wednesday at the FBI office
in Louisville, based on a complaint filed before a federal magistrate.
The complaint alleges that during the past weekend. Brown
threatened to assault McConnell.
Robert Steurer, a spokesman
for McConnell, R-Ky., said the
senator had no comment on the
threats or the arrest.
An affidavit filed in U.S. District Court contained transcripts
of messages allegedly left by
grown on McConnell's answering machine.
"Watch over your shoulder
McConnell 'cause your political
enemies are many, and I lead the
army, so watch it. punk. And that
goes for your wife too," Brown
is alleged to have said.
Brown also is alleged to have

• See Page 2
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11 Fire ...
From Page 1
who suffered third-degree burns
over most of his body. One student broke his wrist and ankle
after leaping from his third-floor
bedroom.
"It was panic. Everybod w as
just, 'Go! Go! Go!" said Nicole
McFarlane, 19, one of the students who fled six-story dorm.
The 48-year-old dormitory, home
to 640 students, was equipped with
smoke alarms and 55 fire extinguishers that had been recently
inspected.
• But it did not have a sprinkler
system because it was built before
1984 regulations required them,
Campolo said. And fire hoses had
been disconnected last week and
piled in the first floor for removal
because the equipment was obsolete, Seton Hall spokeswoman Lisa
Grider said.
Killed were Frank S. Caltabilota, John N. Giunta and Aaron
C. Karol. All were 18-year-old
freshmen from New Jersey. Two
were found in the lounge and the
third was found in a nearby bedroom, Campolo said.
"We're pretty devastated," said
Karol's father, Joseph.
. The fire also stunned the 10,000-
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a $4 million-a-year "incentive fund"

to pay for curriculum innovations.
"tinier prepared" teachers would
be given time and training to raise
their skills. Those who failed to
do so would be reassigned.
Teachers willing to fill shortages — whether in subject area
or a region of the state — would
be paid a bonus.
Moberly said too many teachers forsake the classroom for administrative jobs to make more money.
"A good teacher should be able
to make as much as an administrator," Moberly said.
The proposed legislation, as
described by Moberly and others,
would put an emphasis on recruiting minority teachers and in training instructional leaders about
diversity.
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her mother, who declined to be
interviewed, and sister.
"Nobody cares about the families," she said.
Rose said no one contacted her
family about the plant until The
Washington Post did in late 1998.
The newspaper's story last summer about highly radioactive materials being mixed in with the uranium processed at the plant and
the deaths of former employees
launched the lawsuit and a subsequent federal investigation.
The U.S. Department of Justice began digging trenches near
the plant to take soil samples to
test for contamination earlier this
month. That project was delayed
indefinitely last week when a fire
in a storage facility damaged some
equipment used in the digging.
Questions about the operation
of the plant also arose last summer when families of three former employees claimed in a federal whistle-blower lawsuit that
workers were exposed to highly
toxic plutonium and neptunium
between 1953 and 1976.
One of those employees, Joe
Harding, who died in 1980 of cancer, was the father of Martha Ails
of Murray.
She and her mother in November gave permission for Harding's
remains to be exhumed to test for
radioactive materials content. Ails
said test results are expected back
by the end of the month.
Rose attended the Sept. 16 meet-
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told his office assistant McConnell
was going to get mugged and possibly killed.
At a court appearance for Brown
on Wednesday, U.S. Magistrate
Judge James D. Moyer ordered
Brown held pending a detention
hearing scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
EST today.
Brown is a former Jefferson
County commissioner who gave
up his office in 1983 because of
illness. After serving 3 1/2 years,

Brown resigned because of health
problems related to manic depression following a well-publicized
run-in with police in Louisville's
Central Park.
This month, Brown filed to run
for the office again. Brown said
in announcing his candidacy for
the Republican nomination that he
takes medication to control his medical condition.
Sam Manly, Brown's attorney,
said that he believes that prosecutors want to hold Brown in jail
until he can get mental health

She said she knows some people don't want her asking a lot
of questions.
"I'm mad, and I don't care..."
she said. "How can you put the
past behind you when the past is
what brought you where you are?"

treatment. Brown suffers from bipolar disorder, and Manly said Brown
has taken medication for it in the
past, although he didn't know if
Brown had been taking any recently.
Manly said Brown's mental illness "may have been a factor in
this matter, but I can't tell you
with any certainty whether it is,
or what his condition may be."
Manly said nothing in the affidavit appeared to warrant criminal charges.
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Still, Stigler said the hospital
is exceeding national averages for
generating income and is "very
liquid." The issue of hospital debt,
he said, is quickly spreading through
hospitals everywhere.
"Even though we have a tremendous economy, health care facilities are seeing more bad debts,"
'Stigler said. "It's a national trend."
Part of that debt, according to
Poston, has been caused by slow
payments from Medicaid. Plus, he
said since the hospital has not
been able to begin using longterm care beds transferred from
West View Nursing Home, it has
had to absorb some of the costs
for long-term patients.
Because of the recent flu bug,
though, Poston said business has
been booming. He reported that
there were 244 more emergency
room patients this past December
than the year before and that revenues were up 17 percent.
The audit report also stated that
the hospital paid out $1,120,000
in free charity care last year. It
also reported that the hospital ended
the year with $773,000 in its Hospital Foundation account.
In other business, Poston reported that the hospital experienced
no Y2K-related problems once the
new year began.
"About 20 of us spent New
Year's Eve down here, and nothing happened," he said.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
Department of Education's former
finance chief siphoned off grant
money, then laundered most of it
through her credit union account,
according to an indictment.
Randy Kimbrough allegedly
used part of the money — at least
$514,000, according to an audit —
to pay off loans. She also allegedly
bought two vehicles — a new Ford
Explorer for $28,000 and a used
Toyota Camry for $15,000.
But mostly, she stashed the
money, according to the indictment. It listed a $100,000 certificate of deposit, plus cash balances
of $38,000 in three accounts at two
Frankfort banks.
The indictment, alleging one
count of embezzlement and eight
counts of money laundering, was
handed down Wednesday by a federal grand jury in Ashland.
It also contained a "forfeiture
count" — a notice to Ms. Kimbrough that the government wants
her to hand over the vehicles and
$317,845 in currency.
The difference between the forfeitgre total and the amount she allegedly embezzled was not accounted for in the indictment. Assistant U.S. Attorney Kenneth Taylor declined to elaborate.
Ms. Kimbrough's attorney, William E. Johnson of Frankfort, also
declined comment. Johnson said he
had not seen the indictment when
contacted by The Associated Press.
Ms. Kimbrough was the department's deputy commissioner for
support services. As such, she was
in charge of school finance, buildings and transportation, among
other things.
State Auditor Ed Hatchett,
whose office discovered the alleged
embezzlement, said Ms. Kimbrough diverted money to a littleknown agency, the Kentucky Educational Development Cooperative.
The cooperative, based in Ashland, is one of several around the
state. It used department grants to
purchase services for a consortium
of school districts.
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Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
January 19, 2000.
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For now, though, Rose is looking for answers.
She plans to attend tonight's
monthly meeting of the Site-Specific Advisory Board, which oversees the actions of the U:S. Department of Energy at the plant, in
Paducah.
And Rose, a December graduate from Murray State University
with a major in geography and a
minor in geology, said she plans
to ask more questions, especially
about the possibility of contaminated groundwater near the plant.
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ing in which Harding'is widow
received a Congressional Medal of
Honor for Harding from U.S. Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson.
Before his death, Harding documented conditions at the plant
and included information about
those employees who had died.
"I admire the heck out of that
family," Rose said of the Harding's actions and his survivors'
going through community scorn
because of it.
Richardson also apologized for
the failure to disclose hazards and
promised compensation for sick
workers. A clean-up process also
has been promised.

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

60 Months

neous jobs, Rose said.
Her father suspected he was
being contaminated, but when he
thought he was "hot," he was told
to go home and drink a beer or
two to flush it out of his body,
Rose said.
She said she remembers her
father's legs being reddish with
black-and-blue splotches — conditions she said she has heard from
families of plant other employees
who became sick or died.
But her father was a hard worker who put up with the conditions
for his family, she said.
"He endured it to put a roof
over our heads and feed us," Rose
said. "That's what hurts so bad. I
wish he had done something else."
Rose was old enough to be on
her own when her father died, but
she watched her mother struggle
to raise Rose's younger sister and
brother.
Her father would not talk about
working at the plant out of fear
of reprisal from the government,
Rose said. She learned about his
job through her mother, who worked
at the plant for about two years
until Rose's birth in 1955 and is
still reluctant to talk about it, she
said.
"They knew what kind of backlash you'd get for talking about
it," Rose said. She repeatedly
emphasized that she speaks out
about the plant for herself, not for

From Page 1
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FISHING IN THE B SECTION...Alaina Mikulick sifts through a stack of books in the children's
corner Wednesday at the Calloway County Public Library.
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student, Roman Catholic university 15 southwest of New York City
and classes were canceled for the
rest of the week. Hundreds attended a prayer service Wednesday night
Newark Archbishop
led by
Theodore McCarrick.
Many of the students thought
the 4:30 a.m. fire alarm was a
prank in a dorm that had seen 18
false alarms since September. The
university had offered a reward
for help in finding scofflaws.
But students soon heard screams
for help, smelled choking smoke
and saw flames creeping under the
door.
"I opened the door just to check,"
said Yatin Patel. "All the ceiling
tiles were coming down. I saw a
ceiling tile fall on someone."
He put a wet towel under his
door, kicked out his window screens
and threw mattresses to the ground
in case he would have to jump.
Firefighters came 'and helping he
and his roommate to safety down
a stairwell.
Across the street, Mike Williams
woke to frantic students banging
on his door, pleading for help. He
went to his back yard, got hiF
ladder and helped pull 14 students
out of a window before firefighters arrived.

Indictment:
Kimbrough
used funds
to pay loans
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Family of slain teen cheers arrest
BRIDGEPORT, Conn.(AP) —
For the last quarter century, John
Moxley has waited in frustration as
the brutal murder of his 15-year-old
sister remained unsolved.
He and his mother would regularly meet with police, only to be
told there was no break in the investigation into Martha's 1975
death, one that later raised suspicions of a Kennedy family coverup. The case, he feared, had become frozen.
Finally, on Wednesday, came
the news Moxley had,spent more
than half his life waiting for: an arrest had been made in his sister's
slaying.

Michael Skakel, a nephew of the
late Robert F. Kennedy, surrendered to Greenwich police on the
reeommendation of a one-man
grand jury.
Because Skakel was 15 at the
time of the murder, he was charged
in the murder warrant as a juvenile.
He posted $500,000 bond and returned to his home in Hobe Sound,
Fla., pending arraignment in Stamford Juvenile Court on Feb. 8.
The case could get stalled in juvenile court for a year or more if
Skakel's lawyer fights attempts to
transfer the case to adult court.
Now 39, Skakel did not comment but his lawyer said his client
maintains his innocence.

"Michael has stated all along he
did not do this. He had no knowledge of it. He had no part in it. He
is not guilty," attorney Michael
Sherman said.
Skakel and Martha Moxley lived
across from one another in Belle
Haven, an exclusive gated community in the affluent New York suburb of Greenwich, Conn.
Martha was beaten to death with
a golf club on Oct. 30, 1975. The 6iron used to kill her was traced to a
set of clubs owned by the Skakel
family.
The teen's body was found on
her posh estate Halloween morning, hours after she, Skakel and a

group of friends went out for a
night of pranks with shaving cream
and toilet paper.
.Early in the investigation, both
Michael and his older brother, Thomas, then 17, were questioned because they were among the last
people to see Martha alive.
At first, authorities focused on
Thomas. It was not until years later
that they took a closer look at Michael, after he changed his story
about his movements the night of
the killing.
In 1975, he said he wasn't involved. But nearly 20 years later,
he admitted to private investigators
hired by his own family that he was

Hodges: Confederate symbol must be removed
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
Gov. Jim Hodges has announced
that the Confederate battle flag
should be removed from the Capitol dome, his boldest statement yet
on the issue and one that drew immediate criticism for its lack of
specifics.
In his State of the State address
Wednesday, Hodges said it was
time to resolve the dispute that has
led a national civil rights group to
boycott South Carolina amid
charges of racial insensitivity.
"Let's resolve this issue," the
Democrat said to applause Wednesday night."We must move the flag
from the dome to a place of historical significance on the Statehouse
grounds. The debate over the Confederate flag has claimed too much
of our time and energy."
GOP leaders appeared lukewarm

about the proposal.
"I think we all expected him to
come out with a specific plan, to
say this is what I think should happen and I'm going to call on both
sides to come to that point," said
Republican House Speaker David
Wilkins of Greenville. "We didn't
get that. We didn't get anything
new."
As a state legislator, Hodges
supported previous attempts to remove the flag, and earlier this year
said he personally did not think it
should fly above the dome. His address came two days after nearly
50,000 people rallied on the Statehouse lawn, urging the Legislature
to bring the flag down.
The flag was raised in 1962 to
commemorate the Civil War centennial, and South Carolina's Legislature has the sole power to remove it. Legislative leaders have.

said in recent days that the question tening to us."
is no longer if it will come down,
Hodges also said South Carolina
but where on Statehouse grounds should recognize King Day as an
the flag will be displayed after- official state holiday. It is currently
ward.
an optional holiday for state emThe question of what to do ployees, who also can pick several
about the flag is one of South Caro- Confederate holidays or a day of
lina's thorniest issues. Hodges' their choice.
predecessor, Republican Gov.
Also on Wednesday, the wife of
David Beasley, has said his public Republican presidential candidate
support for removing the flag was and Texas Gov. George W. Bush
partly to blame for his election loss. rejected arguments that the flag is
The National Association for the racist.
Advancement of Colored People,
"It is not a symbol of racism,"
which helped organize Monday's Laura Bush told television station
Martin Luther King Day rally, has WOLO as she campaigned in South
urged tourists to boycott South Carolina for her husband. "I grew
Carolina because it flies flag, which up in south Texas. It's just a time in
the group considers a racist symbol. our history that we can't erase."
"The entire nation is watching
and listening to us," Hodges said.
"Most importantly, South Carolina's children are watching and lis-

Dockworkers storm terminal

11 .

CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) —
Hundreds of angry dockworkers
clashed with police early today after a Danish company used nonunion workers to unload one of its
cargo ships.
Police used dogs and at least one
smoke grenade to break up the
crowd. At least six people were
treated and released from hospitals,
and eight people were arrested on
trespassing charges.
WCIV-TV reporter Ric Swiner
said the scene was chaotic.
"At night when you can't see,
it's hard to gauge the situation
you're dealing with," he said.
Police closed off several blocks
leading to the terminal for hours
following the incident, but the
streets were reopened shortly before 8 a.m. There were no protesters at the site. The ship left
Charleston in the predawn hours.
The dockworkers had marched
to the State Ports Authority Columbus Street Terminal, where the
Nordana Line freighter was being
unloaded by about 20 nonunion
workers guarded by about 600 police officers.
About midnight, approximately
600 International Longshoremen's
Association workers arrived at the
terminal and began hurling rocks
and other debris at police. Many of
the protesters carried beer bottles,
shouted obscenities and chanted
"ILA,ILA."
Police brought in dogs as the
workers started tearing down the
spotlights police had set up. News
photographers and television cameramen were struck with debris and
beaten by protesters.
During a protest earlier this
month, International Longshoremen's Association members
blocked the terminal gate. Two
nonunion workers reportedly were
assaulted, but there were no arrests.
Police from across the state had
'OM'S
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been at the terminal since Tuesday
afternoon in anticipation of the latest protest.

not dealing with a group of thugs
here. These guys are hardworking,
good citizens of the city."

"If you're training for some type
of terrorist attack, I can understand
this response," Kenneth Riley Jr.,
president of ILA Local 1422, said
before the violence. "But you're

When the crowd got out of hand
early this morning, Riley was unable to calm protesters. He was escorted from the scene by several
other ILA members.

in the area at the time of the mur- Prosecutors said Skakel confessed
der.
to fellow students of having a role
Police got a big break last year in the killing.
when a one-man grand jury heard
John Moxley believes the case
testimony from former patients at was handled differently by police
the Elan school, a substance abuse because of the Skakels' connection
treatment center in Maine which to the Kennedys. Michael Skakel is
Skakel attended from 1978 to 1980. the son of Rushton Skakel Sr.

Teen killed playing Russian roulette
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.(AP)—
A 17-year-old Prestonsburg boy
was fatally shot in what officials
called a game of "cheating Russian
roulette."
Chad Nicholas Goodman and a
male friend close to his age were
taking turns pointing a .38-caliber
handgun to their heads and pulling
the trigger Tuesday night, Floyd
County Coroner Roger Nelson said.
They were trying to "psych out" an
excitable 14-year-old male friend,
who was begging them to stop,
Nelson said.
There were two bullets in the
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President Clinton's spokesman
Joe Lockhart said Tuesday that the
president "thinks the flag shouldn't
be flown."
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gun. The older boys were looking
at the five chambers of the gun so
they could see which had bullets in
them, Nelson said. Chad Nicholas
apparently did not realize the gun's
cylinder turned left when he
pointed the gun to the right side of
his head and fired, Nelson said.
The shooting occurred at the
home of David Neeley of Left Fork
of Abbott, near Prestonsburg, the
coroner said. The gun belonged to
Neeley, he said.
Services will be at I p.m. EST
Friday at Floyd Funeral Home in
Prestonsburg.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 11
The New York Times, on the biggest media
merger yet:
Everything about the $165 billion takeover of
Time Warner by America Online is big. AOL is
the largest Internet company. Time Warner is the
largest media and entertainment company. Their
proposed marriage will be the largest corporate
merger in history. The implications of this merger are big too, for the way stocks are valued, for
the way information services reach consumers, and
perhaps for the way entertainment, politics and
journalism evolve in a 21st-century corporate environment. ...
The challenges that these big, multifaceted companies represent for journalism are just now coming into focus. For decades journalists, readers and
viewers have been coming to grips with the concentration of ownership in newspaper chains and
networks.
In that environment, maintaining a wall between
advertising and news departments has worked well.
But building walls among the multiple compartments of these new information, entertainment and
marketing giants may not be so simple. Yesterday
(Steve) Case (AOL's chairman) said he was teaching (Gerald) Levin (Time Warner's chairman) about
"Internet time" and Mr. Levin was teaching him
about journalistic tradition.
That is an interchange that will have to take
place not just in their company, but all across a
media world that is being reshaped more rapidly
than anyone could have predicted.
Jan. 7
The Beaumont (Texas) Enterprise, on Elian
Gonzalez
It might have been the most difficult custody
decision since King Solomon's.
The mother of Elian Gonzalez, 6 years old,
drowned in the Florida Straits in November trying to escape from Cuba to the United States. ...
Two adults and Elian survived by clinging to an
inner tube for two days.
After that terrifying and tragic ordeal, all Elian
probably wanted was a place where he would feel
loved and secure. But where? His father, who had
been divorced from his mother before she attempt-

ed to flee, remained in Cuba — and he wanted
the boy back. In the United States, Elian's closest relative is a great-uncle.
The shy boy quickly became a political pawn
Of course it's galling to see Castro and his
lackeys cry crocodile tears over the fate of one
boy when they have presided over the biggest
human rights disaster in this hemisphere.
But civilized nations like the United States must
do the right thing in , cases like this — even with
adversaries like Castro — precisely because we
respect the concept of due process. It is one of
the things that differentiates us from dictatorships,
our tradition as a government of laws and not
men.
Elian the boy should return to Cuba. The best
possible ending to this saga would be for Elian
the man to live in a non-communist Cuba, a place
where mothers with small children don't have to
attempt desperate escapes just because they want
to be free.
Jan. 8
Hobbs (N.M.) News-Sun, on the re-nomination of Alan Greenspan:
Thankfully, President Bill Clinton has nominated Alan Greenspan to his fourth term as chairman
of the Federal Reserve Board.
In this post. Greenspan has held inflation in
check while still stimulating one of the longest
periods of growth in the history of the United
States. ...
Greenspan has never held an elected office, yet
he is one of the most powerful men in the nation.
In his post, he determines the interest rate we pay
for consumer loans, mortgages and businesses loans,
among other things.
Just a word from Greenspan about inflation and
interest rates can cool Wall Street's heels when it
becomes overheated.
Not all of us may like it at the time, but sometimes that is what the stock market needs when
it becomes overinflated and stock prices exceed
stocks' true value.
Managing today's diverse, global economy is a
difficult task, but the 73-year-old Greenspan is up
to the task. ...

Getting started
We've settled in after our first
week of the Year 2000 General
Assembly.
committees
With
assigned and leadership elected,
the real business of making and
changing laws is beginning.
I'm proud to report that one
of my assignments is to Appropriations and Revenue, the committee which is involved in funding state projects and programs.
This is an assignment which is
important to all of us in the First
District.
Now I can be there to see that
West Kentucky receives its fair
share.
My other assignments are to
the Banking and Insurance Committee, the Education Committee
and the Tobacco Task Force.
In connection with the Tobacco Settlement, I co-sponsored Senate Bill (SB) 49, which has been
approved in a Senate committee.
If it receives House approval
and the governor's signature, SB
49 will eliminate state income tax
on any tobacco settlement money
received by tobacco farmers,
retroactive to Dec. 31, 1998.
This is another way to help our

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

BOB JACKSON
State Senator
rural communities and our tobacco farmers. Right now they need
all the help they can get, and we
in the Senate were glad to make
this small contribution to their
well-being.
Scheduled for hearings in the
Health and Welfare Committee is
the bill I prefiled last fall, the
Health Care Protection Act.
This bill would give patients
the right to an independent review
if their claim for medical benefits
has been denied, reduced or terminated by a health insurance company.
If this bill becomes law, you
will have some recourse when your
insurance company won t cover a
procedure that you and your doctor feel is needed.
Please let me now how you
feel about the legislation that we're

discussing in the Senate or about
any other issues that are important to you.
If you are on the internet, call
up • my web page at www.SenJackson.com or e-mail me at bjackson@mail.Irc.state.ky.us.
Of course, if you prefer, you
can call or use regular mail. You
can leave a phone message for
me in Frankfort by calling 1-800-372-7181.
The TTI number for the hearing impaired is 1-800-893-0305. My
address for mail is Sen. Bob Jackson, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601.
If you have a child who might
enjoy serving as a page in the
Senate, contact me as soon as possible. We want to do everything
we can to encourage good kids
to get involved in government.

FROM OUR READERS

Support urged for memorial
Dear Editor,
The following is a letter I received from General Fred F. Woemer. I had already sent in my contribution when I received this letter.
Charles L. Eldridge
854 Murray Paris Road
Murray, KY 42071-4216
***

Dear Mr. Eldridge:
On behalf of the National World War II Memorial campaign, I am proud to enclose your official
2000 Charter Membership Card.
Don't lose this card! In fact, please take a moment right now to do two things:,
I. Sign your name on the back of your card to validate it. It is yours and yours alone.
2. Renew your annual financial support for the year 2000 by sending a contribution of $20 today.
If you've already sent your renewal gift for 2000, and our letters crossed in the mail; let me be
the first to thank you for being so prompt.
But if not, please take a moment right now, while you're thinking about it, to maintain your support of the World War II Memorial we are building in Washington, D.C.
As a Charter Member of the World War II Memorial Society, your name will be forever linked
with this historic effort to honor the generation of Americans who fought and won World War II.
But your continued financial support in 2000 is vitally important if we are to build this memorial
While there are still World War II veterans around to see it!
The fact is, even the youngest veterans of ,that great conflict are already more than 70 years old.
Every month, America loses another 30,000 World War II veterans.
It would be tragic if these heroes are all gone before their legacy is assured through the building
of the memorial!
I believe members of the World War II generation deserve the honor of their own Memorial. And
I want them to know that future generations of Americans will never forget their sacrifices.
Over 50 years ago, young men and women from all walks of life answered the call when Pearl
Harbor was savagely attacked. They also stepped forward to lead the fight against Adolf Hitler and
the Nazis who were bent on world domination.
On the home front, people of all ages came together as never before to support our soldiers abroad.
From the largest cities to the smallest towns, ordinary Americans were doing extraordinary things every
day.
The American victory in World War II was truly a national effort and it will always be the defining event of the 20th century. The World War 11 Memorial will commemorate the courage and the
sacrifices made over 50 years ago so that others may continue to enjoy the fruits of freedom to this
day.
As you know, no taxpayer dollars will be appropriated for the construction of the Memorial. Charter Members like you are the foundation upon which it will be built.
But we cannot break ground untils we have $100 million in hand for design, construction and maintenance costs.
That's a lot of money. I know. But that's what it will take to build a memorial that will stand for
all time in the heart of our nation's capital.
So, someone who lived through that era or just someone who wants to acknowledge the debt we
all owe to the World War II generation, please give your support of the memorial today.
With many millions of dollars still to be raised, I hope you realize how important you are to the
future of this project.
Your contribution for 2000 will help us achieve our goal of making the memorial a reality.
So I'm asking you today to give your support of the National World War II Memorial.
Many thanks. With your help, we'll build a memorial that will stand for all time in tribute to the
"greatest generation."
General Fred F. Woerner, USA (Ret) Chairman
American Battle Monuments Commission
P.O. Box 96766
Washington, D.C. 20090-6766
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Mrs. Robbie St. John, 85, Housden Lane, Hazel, New Providence community, died Wednesday. Jan. 19, 2000, at 9:30 a.m. at her home.
A homemaker, she was a member of New Providence Church of Christ.
Her husband, Bonnie St. John, and two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Hill and Mrs.
Marrelle Treas, preceded her in death. Born Oct. 8, 1914, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Charlie Myers and Bessie Charlton Myers.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Karen Housden and husband,
Terry, New Providence community, and Mrs. Bonnie Jeffries and husband, Pierce, St. Charles, Mo.; two sisters, Mrs. Alice Miller and husband,
Hardiman, New Providence community, and Mrs. Nell Scruggs, Murray;
three grandchildren, Tracie Johnson, Debbie Jeffries and Melissa Troupe;
three great-grandchildren, Kimberly Jeffries, Shelby Johnson and Brian
Hermann.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Dan Schwinn
Dan Schwinn, 130 Main St., Castalia, Ohio, formerly of Waco. Texas,
died Monday. Jan. 17, 2000, at the Pan-American Hospital, Miami, Fla.
His death was from a massive heart attack.
Mr. Schwinn was a member of Central Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ), Waco, Texas. He attended Baylor University and owned Schwinn
Antiques.
Preceding him in death were his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schwinn
Sr.; one brother, Harry Schwinn Jr., Waco, Texas; and his father-in-law,
Gene Landolt of Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Debbie Landolt Schwinn, formerly of
Murray; two children, Ashley Schwinn, II, and Adam -Schwinn. 6,
Castalia, Ohio; mothers-in-law, Lochie F. Hart and Rebecca Dublin Landolt, Murray; one niece; several cousins.
Memorial services will be held Saturday in Waco, Texas.
Wilkinson-Hatch-Bailey Funeral Home, Waco, is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Alice Bockman Grant
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Graveside services for Mrs. Alice Bockman Grant of Murray will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. at the Floral Lawn Cemetery, South Beloit, III.
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home from 4:30 to 8
p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Grant, 82, South Fourth Street, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 18.
2000, at 5:16 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Walter Howard Grant, died Feb. 10, 1997. One brother,
H. Arnold Bockman, also preceded her in death. Both May 19, 1917, in
Marengo. Ill., she was the daughter of the late Herman Bockman and
Verna Crissey Bockman.
She and her late husband had been farmers in Beloit, Wis. Mrs. Grant
had also worked at Wagon Wheel Resort and Breedsen's in Beloit.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Donna L. Kramar and husband,
Arnold. Murray, and Mrs. Nancy Lou Edge and husband, William. Beloit;
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna Bockman, New Concord; a brother-in-law,
Donald Grant, Lake Station, Ind.; eight grandchildren, Tracy Bell. Patricia
Cummings and husband, Ray, Alice Lockwood, Sandra Riley, Jay Edge
and wife, Colleen. Ronald Riley, Kevin Edge and Candy Edge; longtime
friends, William and Claudine Pollard, Pontiac, Ill.: nine great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
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Crash investigation continues

Leland Perry Hendon, 84, Sha-Wa Circle, Murray, died today, Jan. 20.
2000, at 3:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Hendon owned and operated Hendon Service Station at North
Fourth and Walnut Streets, Murray, for many years. An Army veteran of
World War II, he was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 26, 1915, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
James Hendon and Zorrah Knight Hendon. Also preceding him in death
were two sisters, Audie Edmonds and Euple Donna Bachum, and two
brothers, Graves Hendon and Clyde Hendon.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Velma Heath Hendon; one daughter,
Ms. Martha Roberts, Murray; one grandchild, Danette Roberts Jones and
husband, Darren, Paris, Tenn.; one great-grandchild, Kennedy Adawn
Jones.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the Alzheimers Association.
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Outland chosen
by Patton for
advisory council
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Sue
Outland of Murray is among 17
people appointed by Gov. Paul
Patton to serve on the Consumers' Advisory Council.
Patton reappointed Outland,
who is the Calloway County
treasurer, Wednesday to serve a
term until Sept. 8.

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) - A
Pennsylvania-based real-estate
company released the names of its
employees who died in a plane
crash near Lake Cumberland.
The Hart Corp. had earlier identified its founder, B. Ken Hart, of
Huntingdon Valley, Pa., as among
the four victims of the plane crash
Tuesday in Pulaski County.
The pilot was identified
Wednesday as John Fare, 60, of
Philadelphia. The other two passengers were salesmen, identified
Dennis Schalliol, 50, of Philadelphia, and Loy Thompson, 32, of
Atlanta. Ga., said Joe Meyer, senior
vice president of Hart Corp.
The men were headed to Somerset to inspect a manufacturing facility when the twin-engine plane hit a
microwave radio antenna and
crashed about noon into a grove of
trees in an area known as Bend of

TV reporter
camerawoman

sue Klan leader
FORT WAYNE, Ind.(AP)- A
Kentucky TV reporter and camerawoman have filed a lawsuit against
Ku Klux Klan leader Jeff Berry.
claiming he detained them in his
Indiana home at gunpoint and assaulted them.
According to the complaint.
filed Tuesday in U.S. District Court
here, WHAS-TV reporter George
Sells IV and camerawoman Heidi
Thiel traveled to Berry's Newville
home in November to do an interview about a planned Klan demonstration in southern Indiana.
After the interview, Berry asked
Sells if he planned to interview
Brad Thompson, a former Grand
Dragon of the American Knights.
When Sells answered that he did,
Berry said that he did not want to
be part of the story and demanded
the interview tapes. the complaint
said.
Sells and Thiel refused, and
Berry and his Klan followers then
confined them inside the room
where they had done the interview
and again demanded the tapes.
After they refused again. Berry
spoke with WHAS-TV News Director Maria Reitan, who promised
Berry that the station would not air
the interview without his permission. Following the conversation
with Reitan, a fourth Klan follower
entered the room carrying a shotgun, the complaint said.
Despite Reitan's promise, Berry
would not let Sells and Thiel leave,
and the two again refused his demand for the tape. When they refused, the armed Klan follower
pumped the shotgun to further intimidate them, according to the
complaint.
Fearing that they would be
harmed, Sells and Thiel decided to
let Berry have the tapes. They were
then allowed to leave.
Berry, the leader of the American Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
did not return calls seeking comment Wednesday.
The suit, filed with the help ot
the Southern Poverty Law Center,
seeks compensatory and punitive
damages, court costs, interest and
attorneys' fees.

the Lakes.
The crash was one of two in
Kentucky on Tuesday. One man
died in an unrelated crash in Carter
County that happened less than an
hour before.
Officials from the Federal Aviation Administration and the National Transportation Safety Board
were at the scene of the Pulaski
County crash Wednesday, but few
details were released. The cause of
the crash has not been determined.
"They removed the engines and
the props from the crash scene and
they'll inspect those tomorrow,"
said Pulaski County Sheriff Sam
Catron.
Officials are expected to examine the. plane parts today at the
Somerset- Pulaski County Airport,
Catron said.
"We pretty much wrapped up
what we're going to do at the crash
site," Catron said.
Allen Stringer, Pulaski County
coroner, said the bodies were removed Tuesday night and were
taken Wednesday to the Kentucky
State Medical Examiner's office in
Frankfort for autopsies and identifi-

cation.
The crash occurred when the
cloud ceiling was as low as 7(X)
feet. It happened at about 12:02
p.m. EST as the plane was cleared
to begin a landing approach, said
an FAA spokesman in Atlanta.
The plane, a Beechcraft King
Air C-90, had taken off from Columbus, Ohio en route to Somerset.
an FAA spokesman said.
Hart Corp.'s Internet site says it
is the largest firm in the United
States specializing primarily in industrial real estate brokerage. In
business since 1970, the company
said it has had more than $4 billion
in transactions. It specializes in industrial facilities of more than
40,000 square feet that are outside
major urban centers.
Hart and one of the passengers
were apparently planning to tour a
Somerset factory. Steve Vinson. the
plant manager for Tecumseh Products Co. in Somerset, said he was
waiting at the airport to pick up two
people from the aircraft.
Vinson declined to say why, but
Gary Klinglesmith, a Louisvillebased representative of the International Brotherhood of Electrical

If you have been
involved in an
auto accident...
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury will work
with your insurance company to get you the
best possible replacement transportation,
while your car is being repaired.
Remember...
Request Parker Ford for your insurance
replacement vehicle.

Workers. Local 2360. the union at
Tecumseh. said the company has
announced plans to shut down the
plant.
The company. based in Tecumseh. Mich., has operated its Somerset facility for three decades. Tecumseh Products builds compressors for air conditioners.
Incestment .•;ince 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind...bg...11523.49 +34.13
Air Products
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
501.+".
Bristol 711)ers Squibb -64'.+1.
Caterpillar
49".+1 2
Daimler Chrysler
72'. -'.
Dean Foods
16%
84% _7.
Exxon-‘1obil
Firstar
22%
Ford Motor
62%
General Electric
147-.General Motors
81'. -I.'.
Goodrich
28".+1.
Goodyear
26'M •
HopFed Bank*
B 14'. k
IBM
122-,+ 3
Ingersoll Rand
52 unc
Intel
100 -I.
Kroger
17".
LG &F
16'.-'l
Lucent Tech
4+
Mattel
12%
NIcDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
108% + I
21,
J.('. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
61
Schering-Plough
43%
Sears
Texaco
601,+'.
Time Warner
87'. -1,
l'ition Planters
34'. -‘0.
UST
25'. -',.
Wal-Mart
6411+1.
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in th,s
StOck
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Parker Ford

Additional
Information

Lincoln - Mercury

Available
Upon Request

701 Main St.• 753-5273

HIWARD
LYONS
SINCE 1854

Put- Best Ineestment Is You.
J.J.8 4111,44 CA_ Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE vc SIPC

Now the True Cable
Alternative

FREE
DISH 500

and

FREE

Basic Professional Installation

Digital Satellite TV System

in-

n-

Simply bring in your cable bill, have a valid
credit card and subscribe to one year of
America's Top 100 CD Programming, plus
enough programming to total $39.98/month.

or

he

hc

Beasley Antenna
Satellite

an
Dn
56
56

Complete Line of
Brushes, Rollers and
Paint Accessories

Interior Latex
#6079 SALE $13.99

Interior Primer Sealer
#767 SALE $9.99 gal

gal.

Spackling
16 Oz SALE *4.39

1 11
•
,

9x12 Plastic Drop Cloth

SALE 69C each

Computerized Paint Color-Matching Available
Bring in your color sample, fabric or wallpaper sample
and let us match your color with Porter Paint

Service/Maintenance Agreement Offered For $24.00 Per Year
500 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
759-0901 • 1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

1801 Bell Ave. • Paris, TN 38242
(901)642-4077 • 1-877-726-4077 Toll Free
?tow would ytua EA, with JU?

& CARRY
MON.-FRI. 7-5 • SAT 8-NOON

Otter ends 3/31/00 All pnces. packages and programming subieci to change without notice
Local and state sales taxes may appty All DISH
Network programming, and any Other services that are provided are subiect to the terms
and conditions of the Residential Customer Agreement.
which is available upon request Significant restrictions apply to DISH Network hardware and
programming ava,iabditv and for all deers See
Your DISH Network retailer, DISH Network product literature Or th4) DISH Network Website at www dishnetwork corn
for complete defeat and

restnctions All service merits and trademarks belong to their resPecftv• Cr.V
"
.
"
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WRITER'S POTPOURRI

JO'S DATEBOOK

GLADYS JAR.R.ETT
Director
4:-

4 a°

NEED LINE COLLECTION - Pat Harrington, left, and Dottie
Hatten of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club are pictured with part of the collection of canned
goods by the department members for Need Line.

SERVICE NEWS
Navy Seaman Kay E. Norman
recently returned from a six-month
deployment to the Mediterranean
Sea and Arabian Gulf. She participated in a training exercise while
assigned to the amphibious assault
ship USS Bataan, homeported in
Norfolk, Va.
Norman's ship is the lead ship
of the Bataan Amphibious Ready
Group.
The ship participated in Exercise Bright Star '99 with coalilion forces from 10 other nations.
This is the 1 I th exercise in the
series which began in 1980 and
is important to the U.S. and Egyptian military relationship which

anchors the Middle East peace
process.
Amphibious assault ships, like
USS Bataan, are forward deployed
around the world to perform as
primary landing ships for assault
operations of Marine expeditionary
units. These ships use conventional landing craft and helicopters to move Marine assault forces
ashore.
Norman, daughter of Gary D.
and Laguna K. Norman of 264
Peggy Ann Circle, Benton, is a
1998 graduate of Calloway County High School. she joined the Navy
in January 1999.

ATTEND THE COOKING SCHOOL
FEB. 24 - 7 P.M.

Hair
Cut/Styles
Manicures
Hot Wax

Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. All
interested writers are welcome to
attend.
Gladys Jarrett, director, has
released some of the poems written by participants as follows:
Regrets
By Wilma J. Sanders
There's not much I would change
In the choices I have made
Happy times stand out like lights
Troubles pass - bad memCiries fade
It's useless to regret the past
Ask forgiveness then move on
Striving for a brighter dawn.
Let the choice of long ago •
Make you strong - teach you right
Never let it ruin your life
Make you fall, give up the fight
It's useless to regret the past
Ask for forgiveness then move on
Striving for a brighter dawn.
As Lovely as Fireflies
By Linda M. Siebold
Tiny bright lights on my Christmas tree
Blink in the darkened room....
A performance quite as lovely as
Fireflies as they flit and zoom
Above a field of uncut hay
After dark on a summer day.
Our Baby's Shoes
By Elizabeth Turner
Today you tell me you're leaving,
You know it's all up to you.
All that's left is memories
And a pair of baby shoes
We're dividing our earthly possessions.
It's making me sad and blue
As we go our own separate ways
Who gets the baby shoes?
Many years ago he left us
To live beyond the blue,
Leaving us with broken hearts'
And a pair of baby shoes.
One little shoe for me,
One little shoe for you.
The ones our baby wore A pair of little white shoes.

We
Now
Do
Nails!

Seated L-R: Patty Knott & Takina Bomar.
Standing L-R: Angie Murphy, Melissa Glover & Tonja Fike

We would like to take this opportunity to welcome
Angie Murphy to our staff We would also like to
thank our customers for a great 4 years!

(270) 753-3688

Oil

WI

Bridaf '*

NAi
41,

dd

ReistrY
Pier I Imports
is pleased to hare
Cynthia Greene
bride-elect of
Brad McNutt
join our
bridal registry.
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air $tii /90

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass • Murray, KY 42071
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Learn to Laugh
By Charlie York
Grieve if you must
don't let it rule your day.
When troubles come
learn again to laugh.
It has been proven
if you are blue.
Those you meet
will be down hearted too.
Lay aside your troubles
take some time to play.
Life goes on tomorrow
learn to laugh today.

We have so many events occurring here each weekend. With
the West Kentucky Exposition Center and the Regional Special
Events Center, almost any kind of event can be staged here.
At the West Kentucky Exposition Center on Friday and Saturday will be the Pro Rodeo, a fundraiser for the Calloway County Disaster Emergency Service Rescue Squad. This is the fourth
year for this fundraiser for the D.E.S.
The rodeo will open at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday. Ronnie Burkeen, DES member, urges the public to attend this special fundraiser for the local rescue service. For information call
Burkeen at 753-7060.

Widows will be honored
A dinner honoring the widows of deceased Masons will be Friday
at 6 p.m. at the Murray Masonic Temple. Hosting the event will be
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons and Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star. The lodge will furnish
the meat and members are asked to bring a dish to share. Joe Lasater,
chairman of the event, invites all Masonic widows to attend.

Grey Days
By Marie Jarrett
Low-hung clouds
Beating out the sun
Shedding tears
Often sleet or hail
One hears the pounding
Pinging, rolling of ice
On tin or plastic roofs
Rivers and creeks flood
Rush of melting waters
Powered by torrential rains
The temperature falls
Almost night darkness
Covers, thunder calls
One turns off fans and air
The body cools
Still wears dripping parka
Then waits for
The Sun.

Marriage Retreat scheduled
A Marriage Retreat for Homeschool Parents will be March 10 and
11 at Moors Lodge near Benton. For information and reservations
call Kathryn Lewis by Feb. 10.

Winter Festival Friday
Voices of Praise Ministries at Murray State University will host a
fellowship with games, skits, prizes, refreshments and more on Friday from 8 p.m. to midnight at the Baptist Student Union, 800 Waldrop Dr., Murray. For information call 767-9050.

West View plans activities

The "Twins"
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Mrs. Lonnie cried "I do declare"
As she pulled the bubble gum
From her hair.
"I always lose, I never win,
The McClure twins
Are at it again."
She was talking to Mr. Hugh
Said "What in the world
Am I gonna do?"
"When I discipline one,
It's always t'other."
She threw up her hands
And sighed "Oh, brother!"
Then I heard her softly say,
"Why. it was just the other day.
One failed her lesson."
"I accused Mary Euell,
She said, "It wasn't me,
That was Sadie Nell."
"Why, I even wake up at night,
Screaming and yelling
With all my might."
"I tell you now
It ain't no fun.
I'm afraid I'll punish
The wrong one."
"So, Mr. Hugh, I'm asking you.
What in the world am I gonna
do?"
Mr. Hugh just smiled and said,
"You'd probably be
Better off dead."
"I'd be very careful.
Not to stunt their growth,
I'd solve that problem,
By whuppin" 'cm both."

1
141

Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home
include devotion with Virgil Hale at 10 a.m. and tea Time at 2 p.m.
Friday; Gospel Hour at 10 a.m. and Hot Chocolate and Marshmallows at 2 p.m. Saturday; Sunday School at 9:45 a.m., and University Glendale Churches of Christ at 2:30 p.m. Sunday; Room Visits at
8:30 a.m., Gospel Music at 9 a.m.. Russell's Chapel United Methodist
Church at 10 a.m. and Pie Tasting at 2 p.m.

Singles plan Saturday event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have a house party at
the home of Rick Rice on Saturday. The SOS is a support group for
all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more
information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Martin's Chapel plans event
Sunday Afternoon Blessings for all children between the ages of
5 through 12 will be Sunday from 2:30 to 4 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church. For transportation call 753-5048.

Boosters holding promotion
A special program for a "Wildcat Weekend" is being sponsored by
the Calloway County Middle School Girls' Basketball Boosters. Tickets are being sold for the event which includes two tickets to the
UK/Georgia basketball game Feb. 19, one night's stay at Radisson
Plaza next to Rupp Arena, Lexington, and $150 in spending money.
The winner will be announced Feb. 1 at Calloway County High
School. Tickets can be purchased all CCMS and CCHS home games
or from any booster club member. For information call Fred Stalls
at 753-3763.

CCHS Senior Parents to meet
A meeting for all parents of seniors of the class of 2000 at Calloway County High School will be Monday at 7 p.m. in the school
cafeteria. "Please make your plans to attend as your support to important to the students," a sponsor said.

Music contest planned
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club is sponsoring a woodwind, string, percussion and brass contest for middle and
high schools (sixth through 12th grades) on Feb. 15 at the club
house. The deadline for entries will be Feb. 10. Entry forms are
available in the school offices and from the band directors.
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LifeHouse lists needs

4c)

o
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.

NOW OPEN

12th Street

Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Owner, Jody Richardson
Join us in celebrating our....
110 N. 12th St.
Murray

Grand Opening

753-4567

Saturday, January 22
at 10 a.m.

Wire Service Nationwide

Refreshments Served

.!•

Fresh & Silk Arrangements
Free Delivery Service in City Limits
Gift Ideas • Balloon Bouquets

Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only
•
•
•Supernova
•
•PG13 - 1:15 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:15 •

Hurricane
R- 1:00 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:45
Snow Falling On Cedars
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40

LifeHouse Care Center for Women has listed special needs to use
in help with the clients. They are size 3 and 4 diapers; size 18 or
XL maternity pants, prenatal vitamins, toddler car seats, copy paper,
file folders, toilet paper, paper towels, etc. Also volunteers for Walkfor-Life 2000 on March 25 are needed. These may be taken to the
LifeHouse at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, for call 753-0700 for information.

Federation of Blind to meet
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
Friday at 6 p.m. in the United Way Board Room of the Weaks Community center. For more information call Danny Perry, president, at
753-0911.

Chorus rehearsal tonight
The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have an important rehearsal tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m.
at the club house. Margie Shown, director, urges all members to
attend.

CATCH OUR

SECTION

FEBRUARY 29

Any Given Sunday
R - 1:25 - 7:00 - 10:00
•
•Galaxy Quest
•
•
•
•PG- 1:25 - 3:30 - 7:25 - 9:30 •
•
•
Stuart Little
•
•
•PG- 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:25 •
•
•
•The Green Mile
•
•
•1? 1:30 - 7:30
••••••••••••••
• Program Information •
•
•
Call 753-3314
••• ••••••••••

MILESTONES

Need to Get Your Finances in Order?
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Page Bookkeeping
and Tax Service can help!!
Monthly Bookkeeping & Payroll Services
designed for small businesses and farms.
Get professional financial statements and
on-time tax reports

%riga

Call 753-8107• Tony Page, Accourtta
206 S. 61h Street
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WKIVIS to present'Nightingales'jazz series

ns

a

WKMS-FM 91.3 is proud to
present a 13-week jazz series "The
Nightingales Swing" on Sundays at
2 p.m. hosted by Terri Bryan of
Puryear, Tenn., herself a former
swing singer.
The story begins in York, Pa.,
where Teresa Tedesco's father was
a music teacher and band director
for several small bands in the area.
Everyone in the family learned to
play an instrument, and Tern's piano skills began with her father's
help. Later, Terri and her sister,
along with a friend, began the singing group nhe Debonaires."
They sang on radio station
WSBA-AM/FM in York on Sunday
afternoons, offering popular music
of the late 1930s and early 19110s.
In 1942, they were approached by a
U.S. Navy Recruiter to join up and
perform for the Navy.
After some deliberation by "the
Debonaires" and their parents, they
did become part of the Navy and
performed at Hunter College and
later in Cleveland, Ohio, where she
met her future husband, Bobby
Bryan, who was playing as part of
"The Rhythmates."
After marrying, both Bobby and
Terri attended Peabody Conserva-

time in the music business was
quite difficult, the Bryans moved to
Wisconsin where Bobby took a job
with Sears, Roebuck and Co. By
this time there were two children,
Sue and Barry, but the Bryans kept
up their interest in jazz bands, playing in supper clubs, colleges, country clubs, even proms as "The
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Pianist Martha Thomas will present a guest artist recital in the Performing Arts Hall in theDoyle Fine
Arts Building on the campus of
Murray State University Jan. 23, at
2 p.m.
The performance is sponsored
by the MSU department of music
and is made possible by contributions from the Murray Music
Teachers Association, and the student music organizations Sigma Alpha Iota, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
and the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association. The concert is free and
open to the public.
The program will include Alban
Berg's Sonata, Op. 1; Haydn's Sonata in C Major, Hob. XVI/50;
Twelve Bagatelles by George
Rochberg (b. 1918); and Carnival,

Puryear area.
Bobby and Terri both worked
with WKMS producing jazz programming from 1978 through
1993, Bobby doing the on-air portion with Terri doing the selection
and paper work of the production
side of things.
She liked focusing on the vocals

and women singers of the "Swing":
and "Jump" bands and the "sweet"
on "L7"(meaning square) bands of
the times.
And she is quite knowledgeable
about those singers, which brings
her to being part of the special series on women of the Big Band era.
After all, she has lived it.

Mardi Gras returns to Paducah
TERRI BRYAN

Mark your calendar for Feb.
25-26, 2000. and enjoy the River
City Mardi Gras benefiting Paducah Day Nursery and Ronald
McDonald House Charities.

tory of Music in Baltimore, Md.
Participating downtown merBobby majored in the saxophone
and was the first person ever to chants will kick off the festivities
give a recital in jazz using the saxo- with a window contest, which
begins the first weekend in Febphone.
Until that time, the saxophone ruary. Participating restaurants will
had only been used in marching offer specialty Mardi Gras and
bands. Tern's focus was in voice Cajun dishes.
•
and solfeggio, the practice in sightBeginning at 11 am., Saturday,
reading vocal music using the sol- bring the entire family to the downfa syllables.
town area to see the Mardi Gras
Because making a living at that Parade, sponsored
by Coca Cola.
Ronald McDonald and Mike Mal-

Pianist to perform
ne
m.
alslat
ist

Bobby Bryan Band."
From 1950 to 1976, they moved
11 times but were able to continue
playing from time to time and continued their love of jazz. By the
time Bobby retired from Sears, they
had discovered the climate and
landscape of this area and decided
to purchase 180 acres in the

lory, WPSD morning show per- 12:15 until 1 p.m.
from those who enter the men and
sonality, are the River City Mardi
The first of two Masquerade women's costume contest.
Gras Parade Grand Marshals, and Parties, with proceeds supporting
The winners from the Frid4
they will bring "Let It Be Your the Paducah Day Nursery and
and Saturday evening costume conFantasy" parade, theme into full Ronald McDonald House Charitests- will be the finalists for the
swing.
ties, will be held Friday at Madi- Mardi Gras
2000 King and Queen
After the parade, beginning at son Hall at Ninth Street and Madiand will be crowned Saturday
1 p.m., children are invited to par- son in Paducah.
evening. Festivities will begin at
ticipate in free activities planned
A King and Queen of the Mas- 8 p.m. each
night.
at the Quilt Museum, co-sponsored querade Ball will be chosen from
with the River City Mardi Gras those who enter the men's and
The "Cruisers" will bring their
Committee and the Paducah Parks women's costume contest. The swinging music to Paducah Mardi
Department.
grand finale will be celebrated Sat- Gras, keeping everyone on their
Call Paducah Parks Department urday evening, as revelers grab a feet until midnight. Limited seat444-8508 to register your child.
mask and step into a world of ing is available with tickets costPhotos with Ronald McDonald, fantasy at the second Masquerade ing $40 each or two for $75. Make
with a donation to Ronald McDon- Ball. A King and Queen will also your ticket reservations by calling
ald House Charities, will begin at be selected on Saturday evening 1-888-443-2048.

Op.9 by Robert Schuman
Thomas has been on the piano
faculty of the University of Georgia
since 1986. She holds degrees from
the University of Texas and the
University of Wisconsin. Thomas
maintains an active solo and chamber music performance career
throughout North America. Recent
performances include live broadcasts on Texas, Georgia and Wisconsin public radio networks and a
chamber music concert in New
York City.
In addition, she has appeared as
a recitalist and clinician at universities throughout the country. Her
compact disc recording of the piano
music of George Rocbberg was recently released to critical acclaim
on the ACA Digital label.
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Piano competition to be held
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra and the Murray State University
department of music will co-sponsor the Young Artist Piano Concerto Competition Jan. 22, in the
Performing Arts Hall in the Doyle
Fine Arts Building on the MSU
campus.
The competition will include
eight high school piano students
from Kentucky, Indiana and Tennessee performing single movements of piano concertos by Mozart, Rachmaninoff, Schumann,
Tchaikovsky, SaintSaens, Prokofiev and Gershwin.
The performances will begin at

1 p.m. and are free and open to the
public. The first place winner will
be announced following the performances and will receive a $500
cash prize from the Paducah Symphony Orchestra, a performance
opportunity with the Paducah Symphony Orchestra on March 18, a
music scholarship to Murray State
University (if eligible) and a firstplace award plaque. The second
place winner will receive a $150
cash prize from WKMS-FM 91.3.
Dr. Richard Scott, associate professor in the MSU department of
music, is the competition director.
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Cinema series to begin
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Murray State University's spring
edition of Cinema International
kicks off today, Friday and Saturday with a showing of "Life is
Beautiful." The film will be shown
nightly at 7:30 p.m. in the MSU
Curris Center Theater.
The 1998 Italian film is a comedy that pays homage to the indomitable spirit of the victims of
the Holocaust.
A country schoolteacher refuses
to be daunted by anyone or anything - not the restrictions of class
when he pursues the woman he
loves, not even Nazi brutality when
he is hauled off with his family to a
concentration camp. In order to
protect his son, he turns hatred and
oppression into a game and wins.
The film stars Roberto Benigni,
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Nicoletta Brasch and Guistino Duran°. Directed by Roberto Benigni,
the I22-minute film is rated PG-13.
The film is in Italian with English
subtitles.
MSU students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited to
attend the showing at no charge.
The Cinema International Series
is sponsored by the Institute for International Studies, the curris Center, the college of humanistic studies, the college of fine arts and
communication, the department of
English, the department of history,
the department of foreign languages, the Foreign Language
Club, Phi Alpha Theta, the office of
student affairs, Cultural Services of
the French Embassy and the Cultural Ministry of France.

Broyhill
Bedrooms
Lane
Action
Recliners

Broyhill Living
Room Sofas &
Love Seats
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Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS THE #1 GOAL OF THE ENTIRE STAFF OF FLEMING FURNITURE!

Large Inventory of
Residential & Commerical
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209 S. 3rd St.• 753-5341
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FREE 3 MONTH
MEMBERSHIP!!
ATTENTION
EVERYONE!!
Bring this heart in
and get a FREE
3 day pass!
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rs -1Valentine

808 Chestnut St.
759-9622

Gift Certificate $11.00 good
toward anything in salon.

Jewelry

40•K•RLLti
To: -11r.

3Ainge tik2n128114
759-1874

r

305 S. 12th St. • Murray
753-7441

:11rs =Valentine

604 1, 2Broad
Ext.• Murray

Two Lunch Buffets

Paglials
Pizza

441111b.
T- o: Mr.

970 Chestnut St.

Murray
753-2975

In 100 words or less tell us why
Valentine!" Judges will pick one
submitted entries to be the rei
prizes listed on this p

Adllbibb

Mrs 'Valentine

STEAK DINNER FOR TWO
gUIFET

SIIIRLOI
14e, .11!11

CONTEST II

Hwy. 641 S.
Bel-Air Ctr. • Murray

To: Mr. d- Mrs 'Valentine

753-0440

Rent 1 Movie At Regular Price Get

1. Contest is open to all married couples 18 year
2. No purchase necessary.

2:rillHEI/

3. Winning couple will agree to be photographed
the Murray Ledger & Times. Winning couple gra
their photo and a copy of the winning entry in ti
tion of the Murray Ledger & Times.
4. Winning couple must bring marriage certifica
5. Unless otherwise stated, all prizes awardei
February 28, 2000.
6. Winning couple is responsible for picking tic
stated.
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VIDEO SUPER STORE
Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
Central Center
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7. All entries must be either mailed to or droppe
February 7, 2000 at The Murray Ledger & Ti]
Murray, KY 42071.
8. Employees of the Murray Ledger & Times and
(parents, grandparents, brothers & sisters) are i
9. All entries will be kept confidential and becom
Ledger & Times. All entries will be destroyed aft
10. Any questions please contact our advertising
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$25 Gift Certificate
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95 Chestnut St.
(across from Ryan Milk)
753-3444 • Murray, KY
.design@quilt.com

To: -11r.
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925 Gift Card
(Valid until 2128100)
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Come in. Call in. Log on.-
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SHOPPING CENTER
(270) 759-1400
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A Large
Heart-Shaped
Pizza
(To be picked up on
Valentine's Day Only')

lin -11r.

Taleutine

$25 GIFT CERTIFICATE

Chestnut St.
63-6656

N

toward the purchase of any Pier 1
Valentine's Day Merchandise!

aoYas Bears
•
le

11.Potpo

40 Gift Baskets

Candles

410 Fraunes

Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

lin -11r.

--thleutine

FREE Valentine Flag

wits

s tell us why "You Love Your
viii pick one winner from all
s to be the recipient of all
;ted on this page.

To:31rs litleutine
Downtown Ct. Sq.
Murray
753-0859

6 Month Membership

5 RULES

Curv
es®
for women
30 minute fitness & weight loss ctrs "

1608 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
759-3400

c911;-.

,d couples 18 years of age or older.

clIrs lidentine

1 Large Pizza
Up 1)110 Toppings_
We Accept Any Competitors'Coupon

be photographed Tuesday, February 8th at
inning couple grants permission to publish
inning entry in the February 11, 2000 ediInes.
narriage certificate at time of photo.
11 prizes awarded must be redeemed by

Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other offer Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Clual
value 1/20e 01997 Domino's Pizza, Inc_ Expires 3-31-99.

753-3030
a Moo Smiles a Day:

)1e for picking up prizes unless otherwise

liled to or dropped off by 12 noon Monday,
ray Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnell Ave.,

lger & Times and their immediate families
rs & sisters) are ineligible to Lter.

lential and become property of the Murray
1 be destroyed after the winner is selected.
our advertising department at 753-1916.

Special Gift Package For Her
•Manicure •1/2 Hour Massage
•Aroma Steam

The Essential.
Day Spa
1311 Johnson Blvd.

Murray

4Valeatesee'd. Ea/14os Vesafeeze
and/di Sevvreede geiti

Chestnut Hills
Murray

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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IN Racers,
2nd in OVC;
to visit EKU,
Morehead
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With an always tough trip through
"Death Valley" just ahead, Tuesday's win over rival Austin Peay
was crucial for the Murray State
Racers.
But you don't have to tell that
to MSU head coach Tevester Anderson.

"That was a very important win
for us," Anderson said after Tuesday's contest. "I was very, very
concerned coming into the Austin
Peay game because they have really been playing good basketball.
"And anytime you have a streak
end like we did, the next game is
going to be very tough. It was a
big test of character for our guys,"
he added.
While the Racers past that test,
another one awaits tonight (6:45
p.m. CST) in Richmond against
Eastern Kentucky. Murray will then
complete their infamous "Death Valley" swing with a stop in Morehead to take on the Morehead State
Eagles on Saturday at 6 p.m.
Murray comes into tonight's game

off a shaky 77-75 overtime win
over the Governors at the Regional Special Events Center, wrapping
up a three-game homestand that
included the team's first home loss
in 47 games.
'
The Racers were sluggish for
much of Tuesday's contest, still trying to shake off the effects of last
Saturday's disappointing 84-78 loss
to rival Southeast Missouri State.
MSU now stands at 11-5 overall and 4-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference, one game behind leagueleading SEMO's 6-1 OVC mark.
The Racers will try to make up
ground on the idle Indians, who
lead the OVC by virtue of two more
league wins.
Even though the Racers have

played relatively well in recent trips
through "Death Valley" (sweeping
the two-game stretch the last two
seasons), Anderson is cautious about
this particular trip.
"Death Valley is always a tough
trip, and we've always done well
out there," Anderson explained."But
I'm concerned because we're not
playing as well as we can right now
... Eastern Kentucky is talented and
Morehead State shoots the ball really well."
While Murray is in its traditional
spot - high in the OVC standings
- the story has been the exact opposite for Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State.
The Colonels come into tonight's
game with a 6-9 overall mark and

Magloire turns
other cheek to
lead Wildcats
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — For
the first three seasons of his Kentucky career, center Jamaal
Magloire seemed more likely to
be remembered for technical fouls
and discplinary suspensions than for
stellar play and leadership.
That has changed in Magloire's
senior season, though, and never
more clearly than in the 18th-ranked
Wildcats 74-69 win over Mississippi on Wednesday night.
Magloire's 19-point, 14-rebound
performance keyed the eighth win
in nine games for Kentucky (125, 3-1 Southeastern Conference).
It was the 12th straight game in
which Magloire has scored in double figures and the sixth time in
Kentucky's last 10 games that he
has hit double figures in points
and rebounds.
Magloire's standout play even
overshadowed the eighth technical foul of his Wildcat career.

It helped that he was called for
inadvertently grabbing the net while
blocking a second-half shot by
Jason Harrison of Mississippi (126, 0-5).
It also helped that, for this night
at least, Magloire was more victim than aggressor, having been subjected to a first-half takedown
move that earned the Rebels' Rahim
Lockhart his own technical.
Afterward, Magloire sported a
bump on his forehead and a scratch
on his left forearm in addition to
a smile of satisfaction.
"I play physical, but I knew
they were taking themselves out
of the game, which they did by
throwing me down and stuff," he
said. "So I really didn't have to
do anything but pick up my team
and help them continue to play
well."
Coach Tubby Smith
was
impressed with Magloire's steadi-

• See Page 11

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Two
of the principals involved in a potential blockbuster NBA trade had
their Kentucky jerseys retired at
Rupp Arena on Wednesday night.
At a ceremony prior to Kentucky's game against Mississippi,
school officials retired the jerseys

of former Wildcat star Jamal Mashburn, now of the NBA's Miami
Heat, and his current coach, Pat
Riley, who was an All-American
on the "Rupp's Runts" team of
1966.
Only Mashburn attended the
ceremony, giving no clue that back
in Miami discussions were in
progress involving a deal that
would send him to the Philadelphia 76ers for Larry Hughes and
Billy Owens. It was not clear
whether Mashburn was aware of

OVC STANDINGS
MEN
Southeast Missouri State
Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
Middle Tennessee State
WOMEN
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee State
Tennessee State
Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Austin Peay State
Southeast Missouri State
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State

Jordan becomes
minority owner
of NBA's Wizards

NEW CHALLENGE: Michael Jordan, shown clutching one of
the six NBA championship trophies he won playing for the
Chicago Bulls, hopes to turn around the Washington Wizards as the team's new president of basketball operations.

UK retires Mashburn's number
•Riley honored
amidst Heat
trade talks

a 2-4 slate in the conference. EKU
defeated Morehead 79-76 Tuesday,
dropping the Eagles to 8-7 and an
even 3-3 in league play.
Eastern Kentucky has taken a
nose dive, dropping seven of its
last eight games and four consecutive OVC games. The Colonels'
only other league win was over
Middle Tennessee State.
Sophomore forward Sam Hoskins
leads EKU in scoring and rebounding with 16.4 ppg and 8.6 rpg,
respectively. He is followed by guard
Whitney Robinson (12.3 ppg) and
reserve Will Morris (11.5).
After the "Death Valley" trek,
the Racers will return home to face
Middle Tennessee State Jan. 27 and
Tennessee Tech Jan. 29.

the trade talks.
"I think to me, it's something
I thought I would never attain,"
Mashburn said of having his jersey retired.
Mashburn played three years at
Kentucky, earning consensus AllAmerican honors in 1993 before
leaving for the NBA after his junior season.
School officials said Riley was
unable to attend due to prior commitments.
Asked why Riley wasn't there,

Mashburn hesitated, then responded, "He's in Miami. That's all I
can really say."
Kentucky also retired the jersey of the late Bill Spivey, a 7foot center who played on the
school's 1951 national championship team. Spivey later was
kicked off the team after he was
accused of involvement in a pointshaving scandal, but he was never
convicted of any wrongdoing and
he maintained his innocence until
his death in 1995.

By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Maybe
the Washington Wizards should start
selling tickets to practice. Watching Michael Jordan use his fierce
competitiveness to embarrass an
underachieving player would be
more entertaining than watching
his new team play a game.
The biggest name in basketball
history is now part-owner and president of basketball operations of
the Wizards, a bad team that doesn't draw and can now expect some
first-hand lessons from the fivetime MVP with the Chicago Bulls.
"The best way to evaluate a
player is to look in his eyes and
see how scared he is," Jordan said.
"And I've seen that."
Exhibit A of the lofty task ahead
came Wednesday night, hours after
Jordan was introduced before a
packed, enthusiastic, nationally televised news conference in the
basement of the MCI Center. When
it came time for the game, the

arena was not packed -- not even
close to half-full — and fans were
booing a Wizards team that fell
behind early and was embarrassed
104-86 by the Dallas Mavericks.
Jordan,joined by President Clinton in the owners' box in the
fourth quarter, didn't comment after
the game. But his new partner,
fellow minority owner Ted Leonsis, had lost some of the glow he
had earlier in the day.
"After tonight's performance, I'd
say our guys have no place to go
but up," Leonsis said.
Jordan will own up to 20 percent of the team, a source close
to the negotiations, speaking on
condition of anonymity, told The
Associated Press. The exact amount
could vary because of complexities involved in the way the deal
was negotiated, the source said.
Jordan becormS only the third
black minority owner in the NBA,
with Magic Johnson of the Los

• See Page 11

TSU names new coach
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Assistant coach James Reese will
succeed L.C. Cole as Tennessee
State University head football
coach, the school said Wednesday.
Reese, 32, will be introduced
as the new coach during a news
conference Thursday.
Cole was named head coach
last week at Alabama State.
A salary was not disclosed,
but The Tennessean newspaper
said the next Tennessee State

football coach would earn from
$70,000 to $90,000 a year.
Reese, a former Tennessee State
fullback, was offensive coordinator last year during the school's
11-1 season. He filled the spot
previously held by Johnnie Cole,
who was suspended for the 1999
season over NCAA rules violations. Johnnie Cole and L.C. Cole
are brothers.
Reese has been a position
coach at various spots during his
nine years as an assistant at TSU.

Blazers slow
Duncan, Spurs
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Third-seeded Carlisle County and
No. 5 Fulton City advanced to the
semifinals of the Boys' All 'A' Classic First Region Tournament Wednesday at Racer Arena.
Carlisle (10-6) defeated sixth seed
Hickman County (5-9) 69-62 in the
late game after Fulton (9-5) stopped
fourth-seeded Mayfield (7-7)58-50. Friday's semifinals pit Carlisle versus
No. 2 Ballard Memorial at 6 p.m. and
Fulton against top-seeded St. Mary at
7:45 p.m.
Today's girls' semifinals feature No.
I Murray and fifth-seeded Carlisle at
7:45 p.m. following the 6 p.m. contest between second seed Fulton County and No. 3 Ballard.
Carlisle County 69,
Hickman County 62
Ben Rushing. the region's leading
scorer, dropped in 35 points. but it
was not enough in this battle of First
District rivals.
Meanwhile, Ben Hogancamp. a 67 center who trails only Rushing in
the regional scoring list, tallied 22 points

IN See Page 11

By The Associated Press
After losing two straight for
the first time this season, the Portland Trail Blazers ended a slump
and stopped Tim Duncan's double-figure scoring streak in the
process.
Portland beat San Antonio 10595 Wednesday night in the first
meeting between the teams since
the Spurs swept the Blazers 4-0
in the Western Conference finals
last season on the way to the
NBA title.
Portland also held Duncan to
nine points, stopping his streak of
double-digit scoring at 61 games
third-longest in the NBA.
"I have to give a lot of credit to Portland," said Duncan, who
was 2-of-9 from the field and had
just six rebounds. "They didn't let
me get my rhythm."
Rasheed Wallace scored 22
points, 16 in the first half, and
did the bulk of the defensive work
against Duncan.
NIGHT:
BIG
Portland's
Rasheed Wallace scored 22
points and held Tim Duncan
to nine as the Trail Blazers
the
beat
Spurs
105-95
Wednesday in San Antonio.

"We wanted to make him have
to work," Portland coach Mike Dunleavy said. "You have to track
him in transition and look for him
to be running the floor. You have
to get your bumps in and don't
give him any easy baskets."
In other NBA games, Philadelphia beat Atlanta 107-89; Boston
edged Toronto 94-90; Dallas defeated Washington 104-86; Indiana
routed Milwaukee 106-84; New
York edged New Jersey 90-89;
Charlotte beat Chicago 96-86; Minnesota got by Utah 91-88; and the
Los Angeles Lakers defeated Cleveland 95-86.
Portland, which rebounded from
losses in Dallas and Houston, never
trailed and held a double-figure
lead most of the second half.
"This was the performance we
were looking for after two subpar
performances in Texas," Dunleavy
said. "We got a big night from
Rasheed Wallace and moved the
ball very well on offense."
Portland improved its record to
29-10, second-best in the NBA.
David Robinson led the Spurs
with 29 points and 12 rebounds.
76ers 107, Hawks 89

• See Page 11
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AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
pc.vat Rainey
"Ask Me About Life Insurance"
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1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151
LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Calloway Co. Lady Laker* (10-6,
•
Pt..
Tiffany Lassiter
16
295
Brooke Lencki
77
11
Jena Thomas
77
15
Whitney Ragsdale
16
81
Jenni Pigg
16
48
Raegan Morton
16
55
Lindsey White
3
5
Miriam Rogers
15
19
Kacee Stonecipher
15
15
Lacy Hocking
2
2
Felicia Prescott
10
7
Meagan Rogers
6
3
Tiffany Cunningham
4
2
Cane Williams
4
2
Heather Macha
5
2
Brittany Lamb
4
0
Amber Howard
2
0
Team
16
731
Opponents
16
728
Murray Tigers (5-10, 2-1)
G
Pts.
Kwen Trice
15
244
Cogdell
Anthony
15
184
Adam French
14
91
Stephen Compton
15
87
Darrell Cole
15
71
Darrell Foster
11
49
Tom Masthay
14
53
Bobby Smith
14
42
Matt Kelleher
13
28
Josh Garland
14
26
Steven Prince
8
14
Blake Rayburn
11
19
Chase Lambert
5
0
Dylan Volp
5
0
Lorne Stanfa
1
0
Austin Swain
1
0
Team
15
863
Opponents
15
1,000

0-2)
Avg.
184
7.0
5.1
5.1
3_0
3.4
1.7
1.3
1.0
1.0
0.7
05
0.5
0.5
04
00
0.0
45.7
45.5

Murray Lady Tigers (13-3, 1-1)
Pts.
Avg.
Lindsay Lawson
15
323
21 5
Whitney Ray
16
208
130
Ashley Dunn
15
186
12.4
Tara King
2
15
75
Ashley Tripp
16
87
5.4
Whitney Alexander
16
77
48
Ashley Hood
4
19
48
Misty Starks
16
43
27
Sherrie Sexton
1
2
20
Paige Adlich
10
10
1.0
Chelsee Thompson 15
13
09
Allysia Hood
5
4
08
Delanda Olive
11
8
07
Erika Trenholm
9
6
07
Lacey Latimer
7
5
0_7
Kayla Olive
7
2
03
Lauren Owens
8
2
0.3
Mallary France
1
0
0.0
Team
16
1,012
63.3
Opponents
16
756
47.3
Calloway County Lakers (2-11, 1-1)
G
Na.
Avg.
Kyle Tracy
13
235
18 1
Ben Underhill
6
77
12.8
Patrick Greer
11
79
72
Brady Harris
12
65
54
Jett Owen
1
5
50
Jimmy Bynum
7
33
4_7
Mitchell McClure
13
54
42
Derek McCallum
12
30
2.5
Chris Ringstatf
13
24
1.8
Jay Boggess
10
18
1.8
Clay Lamb
3
5
1.7
Todd Sexton
3
5
1.7
Cameron Greenfield 10
11
11
Trent Travis
5
2
04
Kelly Overbey
5
0
00
Team
13
653
50.2
Opponents
13
752
57.8

Avg.
16.3
12_3
6.5
58
47
4.5
3.8
3.0
2.2
19
18
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
57.5
66.7

SPORTS BRIEFS

n
ere

The Murray and Calloway County middle school seventh-grade girls' basketball teams enter the Benton Invitational, which begins today at Benton
Middle School, Friday with games versus North Marshall at 5 p.m. and South
Marshall at 6:30 p.m., respectively.
Lone Oak and Christian Fellowship open today's action at 6 p.m., while
Mayfield and Benton will cap the quarterfinal round Friday at 8 p.m.
The
semifinals are set for Saturday at 11 a.m. and 12:30 p.m., with the consolation and championship games slated for Saturday at 5 and 6:30 p.m.
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From Page 10
ness.

"I thought he held his composure well," Smith said. "He's maturing. He's realizing that he's able
to get more positive results by
not retaliating."
Against Mississippi, the results
were particularly positive, as the
Wildcats
desperately
needed
Magloire's inside presence to make
up for their off-target shooting.
The SEC's least-accurate team
continued to miss the mark against
Mississippi, shooting 24-of-59 from
the field (40.7 percent) and only
3-of-17 from 3-point range (17.6
percent).
However, Kentucky outrebounded the Rebels 45-35 overall
and 18-13 on the offensive boards,
leading to 17 second-chance points.
Magloire was in the middle of
much of the banging, pulling down
five offensive rebounds and blocking two shots and provoking Lockhart to his technical, which came
as the players battled for a rebound.
Marcus Hicks led Mississippi
with 27 points, including three 3pointers, and 10 rebounds.
Keith Bogans had 12 points for
Kentucky, including all three of
the Wildcats' 3-pointers, while
Tayshaun Prince scored 10. Each
player had four assists.
Kentucky took the game in hand
with a 15-4 run late in the second half that gave the Wildcats
an 18-point lead. Bogans had two
3s in the surge, which ended with
a free throw by Saul Smith that
put Kentucky up 65-47 with 3:22
left.
The Wildcats held off a late
Mississippi flurry of fouls and 3pointers, as Ray Waddell's 3 at
the buzzer cut the final margin to
five.

LAKEI3S AT THE FALLS: Members of the Calloway County seventh- and eighth
-grade and freshman boys' basketball teams, along with coaches Chris King, Tommy Futrell,
Michael Stubblefield
and Steve Welter visited Cumberland Falls during their trip to Laurel County Jan.
14-16. The Calloway Middle School teams returned home undefeated at the Laurel County
Jamboree after wins
over North Laurel and South Laurel, while the Laker freshmen were second
at the Laurel County
Freshman Classic. CCHS defeated Knox Central and Pulaski County before
falling to Corbin in
the championship game.

• Jordan ...
From Page 10
Angeles Lakers and Edward and
Bettiann Gardner of the Bulls.
Jordan tried to become the
league's first black majority owner
last year when he negotiated with
the Charlotte Hornets, hut the deal
fell through. Jordan spoke to other
teams, but he never heard from
the obvious one - the Bulls.
"They're going in a different
direction." said Jordan, whose relationship with Bulls chairman Jerry
Reinsdorf deteriorated in recent

years.
with Jordan knows that he's always
NBA rules prohibit owners from competing at something- whether
playing and players from becom- it's basketball, golf, baseball or a
ing owners, so Jordan wouldn't game of cards in the clubhouse
be able to suit up for a game - and he always wants to win.
even if he felt like it.
"I have an attitude atx)ut the
"I don't get to play. I don't way I play," Jordan said. "I have
get to wear a Wizards uniform," an attitude about the way I win.
Jordan said. "But I will have influ- ... It's going to take some time
ence with the players who wear for me to come in and evaluate
the uniform. ... I'm going to try what's here, what's going to stay
to have my imprint and footprints here and what's going to leave."
all over this place."
The players immediately welAnyone who has spent time comed Jordan's arrival.

0
0
0

0
0
0
•

Calloway seventh-grade boys beat Mayfield
The Calloway County Middle School seventh-grade boys basketball team
left Mayfield Tuesday with a 48-33 victory over the Jr. Cardinals as
Trey
Tindell scored 28 points and collected six steals. Adam Renfroe added
a
double-double with 10 points and 14 rebounds and David Crouch chipped in
with six points as the Jr. Lakers improved to 14-8 heading into Saturday's
home game versus University Heights Academy at 2 p.m.
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and received more help from his
Carlisle teammates. Matt Hoskins
added 19 points and Brian Hobbs
• followed with 11 for the victorious Comets.
However, the Falcons led most
of the way, taking the game's
largest lead of six points at 4135 on Rushing's 3-point play early
in the fourth quarter. and when
Carlisle stepped in front with six
minutes left, it was its second lead
of the night.
After the Comets led 62-57 with
29 seconds to play on Doug
O'Neill's free throws, Rushing
answered with a pair of foul shots
with 21 seconds to go. Brian Hobbs
followed with a charity for Carlisle,
but Rushing cut the margin to one
when he was fouled attempting a
3-point shot with 13.2 ticks remaining.
Hobbs added another free throw
1.2 seconds later, and when Rushing's three rattled off the rim, the
Comets notched five more points
in the final 2.3 seconds one three
foul shots - two for a technical
when Hickman County called for
time when it was out of timeouts
- and a layup that beat the buzzer.
Carlisle made 25-of-52 field
goals and I 8-of-31 free throws. Alan
Cruse scored 11 points for the

Falcons, who sank 20-of-48 shots
from the floor and 19-of-24 tries
from the foul line.
Fulton City 48, Mayfield 40
The Bulldogs placed four players in double figures but still had
to hold off Mayfield rallies from
a 15-point second-quarter deficit
and a 10-point margin through
three periods of play.
After Cory Rose's jumper put
Fulton ahead 27-12 with four-anda-half minutes left in the first half,
the Cardinals, on the heels of a
12-3 run, pulled within six at intermission. The Bulldogs led 43-33
going into the fourth before five
straight points from Brent Moore
trimmed the gap to three.
But a baseline drive by Aaron
Ferrell and a score inside by Duron
Pettigrew put Fulton ahead 47-41,
and 16-of-25 free-throw shooting
kept Mayfield from getting any
closer than five the rest of the
way.
Ferrell scored 17 points, followed by 14 from Pettigrew, 12
from Michael Fly and 11 from
Rose as the Bulldogs made 20of-30 field goals, including 4-of5 treys. Derrick Parrott notched
14 and Moore 13 for the Cards,
whose 19-of-53 shooting from the
floor included 4-of-27 from 3point range.

0
0
0

Larry Hughes. who could be
going to the Miami Heat in a deal
for Jamal Mashburn, scored 18
points, including two sensational
dunks for Philadelphia.
Atlanta made only one field
goal in the third quarter and dropped
to 3-15 on the road.
Allen Iverson had 25 points and
eight assists as the Sixers won
their fourth straight and sixth in
seven games.
Celtics 94, Raptors 90
Paul Pierce scored 30 points,
hitting the game-winning 3-pointer with 4.6 seconds left to cap a
14-0 run for Boston.
The Celtics rallied from a 13point deficit in the fourth quarter
with eight late points from Calbert Cheaney before Pierce's shot
swished through as the 24-second
clock expired. It was Boston's first
lead since midway through the
second quarter.

Mavericks 104, Wizards 86
On the day Michael Jordan
became part owner of the Washington Wizards, his new team put
on one of its worst performances
of the season in an MCI arena
that was less than half full.
With Jordan and President Clinton watching from the owners'
box and security keeping fans at
bay. Washington fell behind 17-5
to lose for the eighth time in nine
games.
Michael Finley scored 23 points
to lead the Mavericks, while Tracy
Murray scored 17 for Washington.
Pacers 106, Bucks 84
Reggie Miller scored 29 points
and Mark Jackson had 12 assists
as Indiana got its 13th straight
home victory.
Milwaukee, led by Glenn Robinson with 25 points and Ray Allen
with 16, dropped its eighth straight
at Indiana, including two playoff
losses last year.

Umbro® - Nike®
Reebok® - Adidas®

INCLUDES:
•Reversible Jackets
•Warmups
•Fleece Separates

• Blazers ...
From Page 10

PAGE 11
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Seventh-grade girls enter Benton tourney

d
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'Nylon Windwear
'All-Purpose Jackets
•Selected T-Shirts

Men - Women - Children

•
0
0
0

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-8844
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0
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CLASSIFIED
\ssii II I)

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL.

I) R‘Ils
\d,

Ad Deadlines

7534916

$6.50 Column Inch.60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
,..41/ Ad‘ Mid,/ kW Wili11/1 ó /Au,. Prrs.AI
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Line Ads Si ta) minimum 1st do Ilk per nord per day tor each additional C011.44:1111•C
SCI MN. lit SNoppei lines . Classifieds to into Shamans Guide/ SO SO extra for !shod box ad,

Deadline Day & Time

onday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Effective IP ebruitry 1. 2000

r .11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060

Notice

Notice

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime,
DISPLAY Homes Wanted,
siding
windows, patio
rooms, no payments until
March 2000. All credit qualifies Payments starting at
$89 a month. Call 800-2510843.

FREE Pregnancy
Tests! Life House
753-0700.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements,
honeymoon/ family
cabins,
breathtaking
views.
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814.
LOOKING For twin males,
born July 23. 1937 in
Hickman
County,
Kentucky After staying
with the Jeff Gibbs' in
Calloway County. they
were adopted supposedly
by someone in Eastern
Kentucky. They have two
brothers that are ill and
desperately want to see
them. Any information
would be greatly appreciated Please contact Gail
Holder, 270-655-5314.
MEDICARE RECIPIENTSAre you using a Nebulizer
Machine? Stop paying full
price
for
Albuterol,
Atrovent, etc. Solutions.
Medicare will pay for them.
We bill Medicare for you
and ship directly to your
door. MED-A-SAVE
,
800-538-9849_
ROMANTIC
CANDLELIGHT
WEDDINGSOrdained- licensed ministers, elegant decorated full
service chapel, spring special. secluded honeymoon
cabins. Sat three nights,
fourth free. Gatlinburg.
Tennessee 800-933-7464,
800-WED-RING

TROPHY Elk Hunts-$500
(and that's lust the beginning.) Tn-pay outfitter pays
you to hunt Toll-free 1877-644-1636

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever

Financial

Lost and Found

CASH
For
Kentucky
Homeowners Credit problems understood Local
Kentucky leader
refinance, consolidate bills,
lower monthly payments
Home
improvements
Payoff land contracts Self
employed welcome. Apply
free 800-795-4771
FREE
MORTGAGE
ANALYSIS,- Bill consolidation, home improvements,
cash out, refinance, land
contract payoffs, credit
problems. No cost to prequalify
Call
Jennifer
Baumer
at
Guardian
Mortgage 877-339-9903.
MORTGAGES. Hasslefree, 24 hour approval.
Debt consolidation, lower
rate, home improvement,
divorce, bankruptcy. All
credit acceptable even
100% loan @ 9.9%.
George 1-800-995-2565.
RESIDENTIAL Mortgage
Lending- All credit considered 15 year loans
7.625°.
20.000
for
$186.83/ r'no., 40,000 for
#373 65/ mo. 60.000 for
$560.48/ mo Purchase or
refinance Call 800-2624696, 8am- 9pm.

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

060
Help Wanted

THIS space is reserved
A Cultural Experience
the day might come,
awaits you, Open your
Your pet has strayed
home
to
a
foreign
can't find its way home. exchange student Girls
and boys available from
Just give us a call, we'll various countries Call 800be glad to help,
SIBLING for more informaYour loved one we'll
tion
try to find,
ADMINISTRATIVE
'Cause we all have Furry
SECRETARY II- Full time,
or Feathered Friends,
benefits. Two years colHere at the
lege, three years secretariLedger & Times.
al experience. Excellent
office procedure, commuCall 753-1916 nication, organizational,
personal computer skills
060
required, Excel, Access,
Help Wanted
Outlook and On time preferred. Duties: Supervise
student employees. organDesign Engineer
ize work flow, department
Assistant
budget Keyboarding test
Preferred
candidate
required. Salary $7 36 per
would have 2-4 years
hour. Apply at: Human
Engineering College,
Resources, Murray State
knowledge of Auto CAD
University, 404 Sparks
R12/R13, strong comHall, Murray, KY 42071puter background, abili3312. EEO, M/F/D. AA
ty to conceptualize
employer
design of custom casework, and wood working
EARN WHILE YOU
background.
PreLEARN AN EXCITING
employment substance
NEW CAREER
screen. Send resume
Excekent Pay!
and salary history to:
Great Benefits!
Human Resource
Money for College'
Manager
Get it all and more.
Mohon International
while you work for
P.O. Box 550
an organization
that really matters
Paris, TN 38242
LIMITED OPENINGS
EOE

Mrs. Ann

He Wanted
AIR Force. Great career
opportunities available for
high school grads, ages
17- 27. Plus up to $12,000
enlistment bonus if you
qualify! For an information
packet call 1 -800-423USAF or visit www.airforce.com.
BE your own boss...
Secure your own financial
future with well established
business in Murray. This
business has been in this
area for 4 years. No weekend work. Send inquiries
to:
PO. Box 1040-H,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
BRITTHAVEN of Benton is
now accepting applications
for part time/ full time
LPN's_ Apply in person at
Bntthaven of Benton, 641
South. Benton, KY. Drug
free work place. EOE,
AAE.

ARE You Connected?
Internet Users Wanted,
$350- $800/ wk PT/FT
1-888-638-6619
www extragreenbacks com
DRIVER, Absolutely the
best time to call Carco
Carrier is now! Ask about
36 cents per mile. OTR
driver, 0/0 students Class
A CDL with HazMat. 888462-2726. (Toll
Free)
www.carcotrans.com
DRIVER- $1000 sign on
bonus for all experienced
drivers. Company drivers39e/ mile, assigned conventionals! 0/0's- 82c/
mile, paid fuel taxes,
plates/ permits, zero down
lease
option.
Proline
Carriers. 800-277-6546.
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages! Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377) EOE.

EXPERIENCED
AUTO MECHANIC

34app9(AVetittRe's Ma9

Call
753-1916

$500 REWARD

Happy
Valentine's Day
Love Tammy

BURIAL INSURANCE

Deadline for receipt ofPhotos & Love Lines is
Noon, Mon., Feb. 7th

age 75

$37 76

$30.64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

•

LEDGER & TIMES

Classified
Advertising
Department

495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Help Wanted

CLASSIFIED

Miss
Your
Paper?

485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars

060

CURVES FOR WOMEN
Will train the right fun and
energetic person for manJerry McConnell
ager and part time manager for 30 hours a week.
Insurance, Inc.
Part time 10-15 hours a
753-4199
week. Must love working
.•ee iocai claim servicewith people and helping
Murray New Car
others. Taking applications
Dealership
at.
UI
1608 HWY 121N Murray.
Send Resume To
January 17-21.
MECHANIC
DRIVER
CONVENANT
P.O.
Box 825
Reader & Advisor
IR/
TRANSPORT$1,000
CALL
Murray,
KY 42071
sign-on bonus for Exp.
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
ADMINISTRATIVE
1
-800-GOGUARD
company
800-441or
drivers
Fax:
1 glue acvice on BLsIness Marr.age. and Love AtfaIrs
Assistant for busy non
KY NATIONAL GUARD
4394, Owner-Operators,
•Bnng Your Problems to Me-I will Help Health Matters Depress
270-759-1013
profit. Send resume &
call 888-667-3729 Bud
F:clIve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
salary requirements to
Meyer
Truck
Lines
WKATC P.O. Box 266 ARE YOU CONNECTED?
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
Refrigerated Hauling, Call
INTERNET USERS
Murray, KY 42071. EEO.
toll free 877-283-6393 solo DRIVER- Home every
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunda
WANTED,
AIR
Conditioning
weekend. No NYC. Lease
drivers and contractors.
Bring Ad In For Discount
$350-$800 / week
Journeyman installer needpurchase- new- own a
208 S. 12th Street
For Aplointment Phone
1-888-530-7214
ed to work in Murray area
truck in 24 months. Paid
Murray, Ky. 42071
(2 0) 767-0508
www ecomearnings com
Call 800-962-5942
accountant 1st 12 months.
Owner operators- New
$0.82/
mile (Loaded/
Empty). Provide base plate
& permits. Paid liability/
fuel taxes. Toll scale
receipts. Company driversstand up conventionals.
Start up to $0.33/ miles.
Free insurances. 401K
retirement
www.epesPut Your Special Valentine's Day Picture & Message
transport.com.
Or Love Line In The Paper Feb. 12th, 2000.
DRIVER- OTR regional
run: 20cpm, sign on bonus,
free TVNCR 1st five hires,
weekends home/ start up
to 34cpm/ run 2500 miles a
To first person to provide information identifyweek/ med. den, 401K,
ing manufacturer of vinyl wall covering
2.5cpm bonuses/ cony/
Happy
installed in West Wing. 4th Floor of Hester Hall
landstar Ligon Agent/ 24hr
Dorm at Murray State University when conapproval. Call 800-828Valentin
e's
structed in 1966 Retailer of wall covering is
8338.
believed to have been Blair. Wright. and
Day to all
DRIVER/ Inexp'd„. Earn
Associates of Memphis. TN.
up to $35,000. the first
our family
year! Tuition reimburseCALL OWENS LAW FIRM
ment available.
1,4 & friends
800-237-4642.
PADUCAH, KY 42001
DRIVER
Inexperienced
1-800-521-0501
training available North
American Van Lines has
Love Amber & Lane
tractor trailer 480 state
hauling opportunities for
owner/ operators/ temporary company drivers Call
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
Just bring $8.00 for a picture and message (no more than 12 words
800-348-2147, Dept KYS
No Physical Examinations
DRIVERS Needed! Get
w/picture) along with a self-addressed, stamped envelope for the
If you are in average health and can
your CDL and a great lob,
return
of the original photo. Or $5.00 for love lines (no more than 20
answer no to a few questions you may qualTrain locally, get paid while
ify for preferred rates. Below are a few
in school, no money out of
words). All ads must be pre-paid.
your pocket, Earn up to
monthly preferred rates at different ages
$800 or more, get week$4000 policy.
ends off, 1-800-398-9908
NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
DRIVERS, OVER THE
MALE
ROAD- 35 states Flat with
FEMALE
\II RR 11
age 50
sides, late model conven$9.84
$8.40
none's. 3 years experiage 55
$12.24
$10.04
ence Start 30c- 33c a
age 60
$14.12
$12.48
miles + benefits. Call 800age 65
$20.64
$14.76
444-6648 $1250 Sign-on
age 70
$27.96
$22.00
Bonus
For free
information call:

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts

753-1916

DRIVERS- OTR look at the
gap between promise and
Performance We deliver
Heartland Express Call us
first, then compare- we're
that good Class A CDL
required Call toll free 1877-763-7483

CLASSIFIED

DRIVERS- Regional drivers needed- due to expansion of our fleet, Star
Transport is now hiring
experienced OTR drivers.
Full benefits, great home
time, good miles. Training
available for limited experienced CDL-A Drivers. For
more info call 1-888-8779348/1-800-548-6082 ext.
805.
DRIVERS: Excellent miles.
Top starting pay plus
bonuses. Home weekly. All
conventional.
Excellent
benefits package. Rider
program. No Haz Mat
required. Sign on bonus.
Hornady Truck Line, 800441-4271. ext. ET-135.
DROP, rebuild installers
needed for local work.
Must have own truck. Preemployment drug screening required. Benefits available. Call 423-281-0756
EXPERIENCED Waitress.
Mon- Fri, 7:30am- 3:30pm.
Apply at Pam's Deli &
Cakes at 410 Main.
FULL And Part time staff
needed for community
based residential program
for developmentally disabled adults
Flexible
hours, opportunity for
advancement, excellent
benefits (part time: 401K,
stock purchase plan: full
time also includes medical/
dental/ short term disability,
insurance, paid training.
holiday, vacation and sick
leave).
Apply
at:
Community Alternatives of
Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
Highway, Symsonia, KY
42082.
270-527-2255.
EOE/M/F/DN.
GENERAL- Nothing else
worked yet! $30,000 first
year earnings. Learn to
drive a truck. No contract
labor. Placement 100%
financing if qualified. 800865-7284/ 812-288-2447.
SECURE Your Future. Up
to .37 cents a mile to start,
full benefits, new conventionals, great home time.
Regional or OTR drivers
needed call Arctic Express.
800-927-0431. www.arcticexpress.corn

LAND
Between The
Lakes Association is
looking for mature persons
to fill following openings.
All positions require a
warm and generous personality. Cash register experience helpful. Excellent
opportunities for retirees.
Visitor Receptionist at
the following locations (all
$6/hr):
North Welcome, 9 to 5,
24 hours per week, midFeb. through Nov., Sun.,
Mon., Tue., Schedule.
Nature Station, 9 to 5, 24
to 32 hours per week, midFeb. through Nov., some
weekends and holidays.
Golden Pond Visitor
Center , 9 to 5, 24 to 32
hours per week, yearround, some weekends
and holidays.
Homeplace, 9 to 5 24 to
32 hours per week, mid Feb. through Nov., some
weekends and holidays.
Homeplace Gift Shop
Clerk: 9 to 5, 24 to 32
hours per week, mid-Feb.
through Nov., some weekends and
holidays.
$6/hour.
Elk & Bison Prairie Interpreter: Help school group
and tour bus visitors understand more about
LBL'S Elk & Bison Prairie.
Highly variable schedule, 6
hours per day, 1 to 3 days
per week, mid-Feb.
through Nov., $7/ hour.
Management Assistant:
8 to 4:30, 32 hours per
week. Tue. through Fri.
year-round, Occasional
weekends and holidays.
Variety of duties including
substituting for absent employees, merdandise ordering, inventory distribution, telephone, computer
entry, mail, and more.
Must be highly organized,
have a driver's license,
high school diploma, be
good with numbers and
able to lift 50Ibs., $7.50/hr.
Applicants may leave a
detailed message expressing their interest before
Jan. 21st. at (270) 9242028. Sorry- no walkin-ins
or other calls of inquiry can
be accepted.
NOW hiring: Daytime hot
bar attendant and daytime
dishwasher. Please apply
in person M-F at Sirloin
Stockade in the Bel-air
Shopping Center.

Agricultural Workers Needed
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Wages: $6.28 per hour and $7.00 per
hour depending on job performed. 75% of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to those beyond
local recruiting area. Transportation and
subsistence paid when 50% of contract is
met. Contact local State Employment
Service Office.
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Put a smile on

my face

You can be one of
the dedicated individuals who provide
a stable home environment to children
who are unable to
live with their natural
parents or other family members. Foster
parents play a vital
role in the battle
against child abuse
and neglect.
If you've c nsidered becoming a foster
parent, giv
offer2
kus a call. Foster parents are
eligible to r ceive,t0xcompensation
and we
426our sup rt.

Specillazud A/turnoffs/41i Family

Environments
1415 St. Rt. 45 N., Mayfield, KY 42066
Julie Denfip • 270-251-2661

pri
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

NEWSPAPER Advertising
Sales. State association in
Frankfort. Full time ad
sales Must have newspaper sales experience
Others not considered.
Salary, commission, benefits. Send resume and
salary history to. As sales
position, Kentucky Press
Association,
101
Consumer Lane, Frankfort,
KY 40601.
NOW Hiring for housekeeping
positions
at
Shoney's Inn 1503 North
12th Street Murray, KY No
phone calls please.
OPERATOR & Laborers.
experienced case backhoes. Apply at 1272 Old
Fern
Valley
Road,
Louisville EOE Employer
PART Time, Attention!
Retirees, college students,
moms, dads al Marketing
Co needs individuals to
change advertising, distribute coupons and do merchandising in your local
food & drug stores
Flexible schedule. Must be
18 years or older Please
call 800-568-6999.

TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
Don t get caught up in the
hype!
At West Kentucky
Technical College
our graduates are
FREE AGENTS who can
choose the company that
suits their needs'
Train in
Mayfield, Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT
Call Toll Free
888-722-1919
EEEO M/F/D

PHARMACIST Needed in
Mayfield. Full time or part
time. No nights, weekends
, or Holidays. Call
800-745-0732
INSURANCE
Sales
Wanted: That unique individual who desires to move
up the ladder of a young,
rapidly growing insurance
holding company: one who
can help development a six
county area, marketing
only to referred & exclusive
leads. We provide in depth
training, stock options,
health insurance & an
opportunity for advancement. Call Bob Taylor, 888340-3242 for interview.
WANTED Roofer 5 year
experience Must be willing
to work hard with little
supervision Leave message 489-6125 after 6PM
START Your own business!
Set your own schedule.
Control your own income.
Sell from your home, at
work, through fund raiser.
an
Be
Avon
Representative. Call 888942-4053.

QUALITY Child Care in my
home. All hours, state certified. Family atmosphere.
References
available.
Located 121S, 2 miles
from Mayfield. 270-2477515.

SALES REP/ESTIMATOR
Tennessee Asphalt Co. seeking individuals to
estimate small construction projects. Must
work well with the public and must possess
good communications skills. Career opportunity for hardworking, self-starting individual. We
offer 40I-K Retirement Plan, paid vacation and
other benefits. Pre-employment drug screen
required. Resumes only, no phone calls accepted. We are an EEO Employer. Send resume to:
TAC, P.O. Box 1327, Paris, TN 38242.

INI•U•R•S•I•N•G
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, u leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following/oh openings

Benefits Available For All Positions
REGISTERED NURSES
Full & Part Time positions available in:
Home Care
Medical Surgical
Postpartum/GYN
CCU
Obstetrics
Staff Development
Experienced Preferred
LPN, HOMEMAKER, & CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Full Time positions available.

Equal Opportunity
Employer
MI6

Articles
For Ss
FRANCHISE restaurant to
sale High volume sales
Excellent location, current
ly operating Owner assis
lance/training available
Contact P0 Box 1040-F,
Murray, Ky 42071
Coniputers

tisineas Remits

3/4CT Diamond Ring B
clarity, round cut Great
Mans
Valentines Gift
braided platinum & Gold
ring Sold together or separate Call 767-0863 after
6pm
SALE- No
BUILDING
salesman. Go direct and
save 25x30 $1,999 30x40
$2,900. 35x50 $4,300.
40x60 $5,300. 40x90
$7,300 47x100 $11.000
Others. Final clearance
Pioneer, 800-286-3196

Computer Consulting

CL_ASS/F7EGP

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R.N.
Nurse Recruiter
12701762-1319

150

COMPUTER Distributor
Your own nationwide corn
puler sales business No
inventory required We
ship, you get the commissions Six figure income
CANON Word Processor
Toll free 877-773-5633
with monitor & 30 sheet
WEBSITE/ New Media DELL
bubble let printer $150
Computers
Administrator- State asso- Factory direct $0 down
$150
Refrigerator
ciation in Frankfort New, Low monthly payment
$40
bike
Exercise
full time position to admin- Pentium III-600 available
Kerosene heater, used
ister and maintain WEB- Resolved credit problems only 1 season $75 Two
SITE for Central Office. OK' Call by January 7, for 220 electric wall heaters
assist newspapers with free printer OMC 800-477- $40
technology 9016 Code ma01
websites
759-9424
Preference to individuals
"KISS
CABLE
GOT Computer
YOUR
with newspaper experiQuestions?
GOODBYE!"- Only $69
benefits
Salary,
ence
Call: Tony Powell
Includes 18" Little Dish
Send resume to New
(270)-753-9206
System. 40 channels for
Department
Media
$19.99 a month Toll free
KELLERS
Kentucky Press Service.
888-292-4836 C.O.D. or
COMPUTER
PLACE.
Consumer Lane,
101
New Hardware & Software credit card. FED EX
Frankfort, KY 40601
Delivery!
Upgrades &
Free
Estimates.
070
NEED 3 phase power?
Internet Service.
Year end clearance sale!
Position Wanted
South On Route 121_
Phase convertors run all
types of 3 phase equip436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m. ment. New and refurbishDO you have a loved one
ed. www.rotomaster.com.
Mon-Sat.
who needs a care giver?
1-800-603-7636.
Medically trained, experi- Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
enced with rehab and PROBLEMS With Your
stroke patients 20 yrs
Apple Computer? Troubles NEW Zealand Spinning
experience Excellent ref- on the Internet? Tired of Wheel, electric stove.
erences 435-4047
waiting for tech support? microwave & cart, antique
Call Me! I am an estab- oak table/ six chairs,
lished Macintosh profes- Paasap electronic knitting
sional with over 5 years machine, underbed storDomestic & Childcare
experience. Systems 7.0- age container, maple twin.
8.6, extensions, control chest, nitestand, loom
CAREGIVER Needed M-F
panels, virus protection, spool holder. Highpoint
chair. fax
usual hours range from
you name it. Reasonable occasional
machine. 759-9159 or
6-00am11 00pm
rates.
753-7681.
Coldwater area, my home
753-5778.
or yours Call 489-2368
On-site Commercial & Residential
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HOME & office cleaning.
753-3802

MURRAY
CAI-LAMY
C'OUNTY
HOSPITAL

go:t Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 4207 I

••••

Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training Networking
• Programming

John R. Laffoon
(270) 759-0431
STILL Need a computer?
We can help! 8-out cif 10
applicants
approved.
Credit problems ok. New
systems
only
$39.95
month! Includes Internet
service! 800-704-8901.
140
Ward to Buy
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

ARCH Steel Buildings
inventory clearance! Huge
savings! 1999 steel prices.
25x30, 40x58, 50x110.
While supplies last! Great
workshops/garages Call
800-341-7007. www.steelmasterusa.com
STEEL BUILDING SAL
5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
$9.094.
50x75x14,
50x100x16,
$12,275:
60x100x16,
$16,879;
$18.261.
Mini-storage
buildings, 40x160, 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790. extension 79.

FIREWOOD See or call
Willie Barnett 492-8358
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
STEEL Drums & Wood
and other antiques. 1 piece
Pallets For Sale
or all Call 753-3633
753-5719
SMALL, Clean pop up TWIN cylinder truck hoist,
camper trailer. 753-7853
pump & resavior & subframe $850 753-9502 or
WANTED: Riding Lawn
559-5062
mowers, go carts & 4
wheelers that need work.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS436-2867.
Tan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
150
home units from $199. Low
Atli*.
monthly payments. Free
For Sale
color catalog. Call today
.18- Direct TV. Satellite 800-842-1310.
Systems. Single system
160
only $59.00 Two box sysHome Furnishings
tems $149 00 SOO worth of
free
programming_
HAMPTON House Sleepe
www integratedsatellite.co
sofa, love seat in navy, bur
800-325-7836.
gundy, hunter green, gold
Restrictions may apply.
vertical stripes.. Superb
1989 Freightliner with 1984 condition. $600. 270-345Wilkins walking floor trailer. 2520 evenings
Recent over haul- trailer
KING Size Cherry Br.
102" wide. 48' long.
Suite. High- Boy dresser.
$25,000 obo 1985 Ford
nite-stands. Dresser with
ton truck, diesel. $2,000. 2
triple mirror & beveled
obo.
Coachman
28'
glass Armoire/ entertainCamper $2,500. obo.
ment cabinet. $3500. firm.
270-435-4252,
435-4633
leave message.
SUPER-SINGLE waterbed
with heater & shelf head1999 Closeouts' Steel
board $75 Call 753-0943
building must sell now!
40x80. 50x100, 50x160.
60x240, 80x300. Will sell
at invoice. Call now 1-800II RSIII HI INI
411-5869 Ext#124.

1998 GOOSE Neck
flatbed 25tt 492-8411
210
Firewood

Office Space

FIREWOOD Split Oak
$30 00 cord $50 00 deliver 437-4164

Murray Auto Dealer seeks a top notch
professional to sell lots of vehicles and
make lots of money if you can offer...
Integrity • Sinceritv • Good Work
Habits • Previous Auto Experience
We offer...Bi-weekly Pay•Bonuses
•Extensive Product Training
• Terrific Product
Call (270) 753-6448 for an initial

interview appointment - ask for
Bob Stilwell. General Sale Manager.

Cain
9
S0
.
011001./TP4-000GE•JEEP
CHRYStEN4

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY,KY

••••
/ft 11.I.

2 Like new evening gowns
Never worn to prom Size 4
& size 6
435-4377
between 5PM & 8 30Pm
or leave message
SOFT
Side
waterbed
matching dresser with mirror $400 6mm Remington
w/Simmons Aetec Scope
$400 759-3945 after 6pm

1 OR 2br apts near downANTIQUE Story & Clark
town Murray starting at
player piano $950 436$200/mo 753-4109
2983 evenings.
1BEDROOM apt stove,
IDEAL FOR BEGINNER
refr , D/W, W/D. and ceiling
PIANO
STUDENTfans. Clean, no pets. 270Unused Casio digital piano
753-9841 or 270-436with 76 piano- sized keys
5496.
and accessories $325
1BR apt available, all appliCall
270-345-2520
ances furnished. Mur-Cal
evenings
Realty. 753-4444.
MAIN STREET MUSIC
1BR
APT. $225 Month plus
312 Main Street, Murray
deposit.
No pets. On 121N
Guitars. Amps, Strings,
next to fairground. Call
Picks, etc. Hours.
270-753-3139.
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri.
1BR APT. All appliances
12pm- 4pm Sat.
Now
available. $335/
month. Call 435-4015 or
559-2031.
1BR Apt Available end of
12X52 2br., 1 bath. Ready
January Walk to MSU
to move into. 753-9866
753-2084
12X60 Trailer. C/H/A,
1BR Duplex. 1 Block
refrigerator, stove. $2100.
MSU. $225/ month, no
obo. 753-5474.
pets. References required
1979 WAYSIDE 3br,
Daytime- 753-3949 after
2 bath Completely
6pm 759-3050.
renovated $6,000
1BR like new, dishwasher,
767-0108 or 753-1624
w/d,
available
now
4 lots 120ft/200ft 1997 Coleman RE 759-4118
16x70
home,
mobile
1BR. 1 Bath. 1 Block MSU.
garage, & other out buildRemodeled, new carpet,
ings Coleman RE 759w/d hook up. 5285/ month.
4118 Also 12x65 rent to
pets,
No
references
own
required. Daytime- 753
BANK
REPO1998 3949 after 6pm
Fleetwood 28x60 4br, 2
759-3050.
bath. Soaker bath, dish1BR, With MD, dishwashwasher, C/H/A. Very nice
microwave. $325/
er,
home. $500. down paymonth. Deposit required.
ment wac Keith Baker
No pets. 753-2935.
Homes- Paris, TN 9011BR.
duplex apt. Very
644-0012 or 1-800-533clean,
nice
area
3568.
Appliances furnished. Call
BANK REPO: 1998 Dutch
753-8588
28x80 4br, 21/2 baths.
2
bedroom, 1 bath, gas
Northern built with 2x6
sidewalls & thermopane heat $275/mo 753-3415
windows Look at the fea- or 753-7123 weekends
tures in this quality built 2BR Apt. near campus, no
home. $500 down payment pets. 753-5980. 753-1203
wac. Keith Baker Homes- after 5p.m.
Pans, TN. 901-644-0012 or 2BR Duplex for rent.
1-800-533-3568.
- 15171/2
Henry
St.
furnished.
BANK
REPO
1998 Appliances
Sunshine 28x72 3br, 2 Available Feb. 1. $350/
bath Deluxe home with month. $350 deposit. Call
Glamour bath and Jacuzzi 435-4125.
Many extras Must see! 2BR duplex central hia,
$500 down payment wac appliances
furnished
Keith Baker Homes Paris, Available now Coleman
TN 901-644-0012 or 1 - RE 759-4118
800-533-3568
2BR, Upstairs apt Located
SELLER Relocating and at 5353 121S $285/ month
very motivated. 3br, 2 bath plus deposit
doublewide with 2 car ga489-2296
rage. Paved drive located
halfway between Murray 2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
and Mayfield. Seller will Realty 753-4444
pay up to $500 toward 2BR near MSU $325
buyers closing costs. Just Water furnished Coleman
reduced to $39,900. Make RE 759-4118
an offer you just might buy
yourself a new home! Call 2BR. small duplex. Gas
Kopperud Realty. 270- heat. W/D. Lease &
753-1222 for your show- deposit. No pets. $275/mo.
ing. MLS# 3001796.
489-2741
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118

Homes For Rent

14X60 In The Country.
270-474-8027
2BR Trailer. Pirate's Cove
by Hardin $250 plus
Call 270-928deposit
4831
3BR, 11/2 bath. $275.1
metnth. 753-6012
IN Country, 2br with stove
& refrigerator. W/D hook
up, air conditioner_ deck &
storage building. No pets.
$225/ month plus deposit.
437-4386.
NICE 2br No pets
753-9866
WATERFRONT 3br Mobile
Home on Johnson Creek
$350/ rent until April Then
$400 No pets! 492-8360
285
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

i

LOT For Rent 753-9866
PRIME building site available for 2-3 yrs Coleman
RE 759-4118

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

Fine Furnishings at "Eteryda - Discount Prices
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski •Restonic Basset -Keeler
„..

11 14,.t

THUNDER
ALLEY
SALE
January 21 - January 29
Select Diecast 1/64 & 1/24
10%-25% off
Shirts & Hats
$10.00
Sweatshirts
$20.00
Numerous other items also on sale.
307 N. 4th St. • Murray, KY 42071
Mon. thru Fri. 12:00-5:00, Sat. 1000-2:00

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Musical

Crass)

AUTOMOBILE
SALES CAREER
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Free

Financing

COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities. otter
City Police and Fire
Protection Lots with City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished $95
753-3855

APT- 2br. townhouse
Duiguid Dr. $325. Also 1 br
$250. Coleman RE 7594118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
CLEAN Large 1 br. Small
2br with stove, refrigerator.
w/d. Close to College. 104A Williams.
759-5534.
DUPLEX, Nice quiet location 2br,
applianced
C/H/A. $420, month plus
deposit. Jonathan,
753-2571, daytime only.
DUPLEX. 2Br
1909-B
Westwood Dr. $350 753
8002.
EFFICIENCY 1 br & 2br
apts 759-4081
LARGE Duplex in private
area Central gas H/A
Utility room Lease plus
deposit No pets 7591087
LOOKING for an affordable
apartment? Well then visit
us Hilldale Apts We have
spacious 1,2 & 3 bedroom
apartments
available
Handicap
accessible
Equal housing opportunity
For more information call
437-4113 M-F 7 30Am3 30PM TDD# 1-800-54',
1833 Ext 287

1

183Nr Sale Or Lam

2BR , central gas heat
central air. near MSU
$300 No pets Ask abou
move-in free weekend
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR., central H/A appliances, deck, lawn maintance Ask about move-in
free weekend Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
3BR, 2 bath. All
appliances 753-7903
or 753-7813.
-VARE-Cfriiversity Heights
Apts your home. Now
Available" 1 & 2br rental
assisted apts. These are
apts for families, disabled,
handicapped, senior citizens, wheel chair accessible. For more info call
270-759-2282. Mon. Wed
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734
Campbell Street. For
hearing impaired only call
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEAR University
Extra large 2br apt
$350/ Month.
$200 Deposit.
753-4560
M-F- 9am- 5pm
NEW 1br apt. University
Heights. Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, %yid. $325
2br Duplex. 5 miles, Almo
Stove, refrigerator, w/d.
C/H/A. $375 Deposit, no
pets. 753-4937. M-F, 8-5.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
75T-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2br. duplex w/gas
appliances. W/D hookup.
In Cambridge. $400/mo.
767-9038.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

TWO 3br, 2 bath homes
Excellent location Owner
financing available One
new & one 2 years old Cali
753-4444-Day
759-1664- Evenings

3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A $600.
month. 206 South 12th
753-3415 & 753-7123
3BR., 2 bath house North
county. $400/mo 7533293 after 6PM

CORNER lot West Grove
Dr and 94W Water, gas,
and electric utilities Priced
to sell 270-767-0895

31 acres will divide into 5
acre tracts just off Coles
DOG obedience classes o Campground Road on
private Serving Murray 17 Springs Rd 753-9502
years 436-2858
MILITARY Macaw Parrot
Aosagio
759-4855
REGISTERED
Border
40 ACRES Wyoming' Only
Collie Pups Born 12-15$195 down/ $195 month
99 4 males, 6 females
($19.995/9°../151i2
years)
$125- $150
270-468Your own getaway Great
8273
speculation! Minutes from
UKC Toy Rat-Terrier
Casper Best deal USA!
Puppies 753-7269
Toll free 800-877-5832
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
--available Pick your woodYard Sale
ed hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today 753(Heated)
2905.

Basement
Sale

Approx. 3 mi.
S. on 641
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m. - ?

Chest type freezer, antiques, collectibles,
lots
more.
Lake Property

ROOM/ House. 6 miles
North, Murray. $300/mo.
759-9657.

3BR
House
near
University. New stove,
refrigerator. C/H/A, w/d
hook up. $535. deposit. No
pets.
753-4937. M-F, 8-5

11111Lots For Sale

& Supplies

TENN Land Bargain. 14
ac/ 1500' creek $19,900.
1st time offered! Very private all wooded w/ scenic
creek. Great financing.
Only
one
call
TN
Timberline now 1-800-8149965, 8190.
TENN Mtn cabin Sac
$49,900 Incredible Mtn
views! Mins to scenic &
wild Obed River & 80,000
acre wildlife mgmt area
Section 8 Property now
Great financing Call TN
accepting applications for
Timberline now 1-8001, 2 & 3BR apartments
9965, ext 8167
Please call 753-8221
TENNESSEE
Lake
EHO
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
slip $24.900 Beautifully
with garage_ Appliances
wooded,
spectacular
furnished with washer/
views, with access to crysdryer. Central gas H/A. 1
tal clear mm n lake next to 18
year lease. 1 month
hole golf course! Paved
deposit. No pets. 753roads, utilities, soils tested
2905.
Low, low financing. Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext.
6041.

1 BLOCK From MSU. 2br
1 bath. Garage. Centra
gas heat/ AC. $450/ month
753-9636.

1

LOTS For sale Close to
Southwest Dem Call
489-2036
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits. Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.

460
Homes For Side
2- 1br Apt's $16,000
Call 753-2738.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick. Double lot.
town's edge.
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093
JUST Reduced, this quality
3br. 1.5 bath brick ranch
features spacious fenced
in backyard with 24x16
outbuilding/
workshop.
Large living room, some
hardwood
flooring.
Immediate
possession.
Great
location.
give
Kopperud Realty a call
753-1222. For additional
information
MLS#
3001645.
NEW Construction brick
home for sale by owner.
Just in time to pick your
colors. 3br. 2 bath with 2
car garage. Just 2 miles
West of Murray. Call
759-4762.
NEW house w/ 2200 sqft 5
minutes north of Murray, on
1 4 acres $117.000 Call
after 5PM 753-7930. or
753-4499.
NEW Manufactured home
on 3/4+ acre lot Quiet
neighborhood 2 decks,
3br, 2 bath Fireplace
Owner financing available
759-4257- Mornings
OPEN DAILY- New 4br,
21.2 bath home at 2002
Rugby Drive in Campbell
Est Call 753-3903 for further information
WHY Rent when you can
buy this 2br mobile in quiet
neighborhood with lots of
updates and a low price
Call Velda at Grey's
Properties 759-2001 or
after 5 00 or weekends
759-1989

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•
Flexible, forgiving program
HAZEL, 3br. Appliances,
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
C/H/A 492-8526
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.
360
753-7407
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
Size Units
Available

All

753-3853
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

EASTSIDE

LJ

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible price:,
since 1958

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

=rkiiiiiiireEreignifi rergri4:
..( !1..iir..7c-arire:::ora- )
SAT. JAN. 22ND AT 10:00 A.M.
1V1r. BE Mrzi- Joinirtv Younia
Near Dukedom, Tennessee
10 Miles E Of F-utton, KY • 15 Miles N Of Diesden, TN
From Dukedom Take Hwy 118 South 1 5 Miles To Austin
Springs Road. Proceed East 1 Mile "SEMI RET1RtNG AFTER
MANY SUCCESSFUL YEARS OF FARMING'"
TRACTORSJD 4440 Quad, C&A, 18.4R38 Dls, 2
Remotes SN 003303 "Nice" • JD 8630. 20.8-34 Dls, 3 Pt 0
Hitch, 3 Remotes SN 008456 "Very Nice- • JD 4020
Syncro, Sq Manifold, New 184-34 Rubber, 2 Remotes. SN
1972005, "One Of A Kind" • JD "B" 2 Cylinder, 124-38
Rubber, SN 68585 "1939 Year" COMBINE & HEADS JD
6620 w/FIr Assist, Chaff Spreader • JD 643 Oil Bath 6 Row
30" Corn Head • JD 218 Flex Platform • Unverfedh HT-25
Header Trailer EQUIPMENT JD 980 Series 32' Field
Cufti wffir Harrow. "Like New" • JD 750 All Till 15' Drill,
Dollie • JD 7000 Conservation 6 R 30" Plateless Planter,
No Tills, Row Cleaners, Insect Boxes • Iti 490-32' Disc,
9"Spacing w.,I3r Harrow • DMI 11 Shank Hyd Fold Anhyd
App w'Ffyd Tow Hitch • EZ Trail 3400 Gravity Grain Wagon
w 1074 Gear, Hyd Auger • Killbros 490 Gr Cart • Wet More
400 Grain Cart • Eversrnan 6507 Yard Dirt Pan w 'Dottie. SN
5190 • 4 Wheel Flat Wagon • Levco PTO Ditcher • W&A 9
Shank V Ripper w"Guage Wheels • Case 6 Btm 18- On
Land Plow • Oliver 4 Btm Plow • Dunham 15' Cultl Muicher
• JD 1508 Hyd Fold Cutter • Snyder 1650 Gal Poly Tank
w Pump & Blend Unit • Snyder 400 Gal Roy Tank w Hyd
Pump • Other Farming sccessoriesTRUCKS-TRAILEF1
98 Jet 34' Hopper Btm Grain Trailer, 11-22 5 Rubber, Roll
Tarp, "Same As New • '88 Int S-2200 Road Tractor, 350
Cummins, 9 Speed, Day Cab, Power Steering, Twin Screw.
Like New 24.5 Radials. "Wry Nice" • '72 Chevy Grain Truck,
18 Bed wIwin Hoist, 2 Speed. 9.00 Rubber • '73 Dodge 3/4
Carry Van • '61 Ford 2 Ton
Contact The Youngs At 901-489-5854

MR "'Ertl:1Y BETHEL'4._ EQUIPMENT
TRACTORS Two-IH 1586's w Cabs & Duals COMBINE & HEADS JO 7720 Titan II w Rear

Assist,Chopper • JO 218 Flex Platform *Stainless Pan •
JD 643 6 Row 30" Corn Heed EQUIPMENT JD 7000
Platelike, 12 Row 30" Swing Around Planter, No Tills •
Great Plains Solid Stand 15 No Till Drill w'Center Pivot
Hitch, 22 Openers • Brillion 23' Hyd Flat X Fold Roller • lit
490-21' Disc, 9" Splicing • JD 23' Disc • Wet More 400
Bushel Grain Carl • Graham 13 Shank 3 Pt Chisel Plow •
Barentin• 21' Do All • 4 Row & 6 Row Rotary Hoes • Amco
PTO Ditcher • 1100 Gal Poly Tank • Homelfte Water Pump
wafting Unit • 3 P1 PTO Seeder
.8.3 Ford
Diesel 1 Ton vs/Custom Flat Bed, 4 Speed Shift.'75 Chevy
,
Grain Truck *Moist. 2 Speed, 9.00 Rubber
IlAcTerry Bethel 901-489-5627, Evenings
CONISM IFTTIBIBIT NY li Ski - COMBO SAM LEWIS I WW1'

JAMES R. CASH
J
1
RC

1

FANCY FARM KV- 270-623-8466'
ilC

Celt Fer Ilniellmr• • Meier IV wynalaigeserceateess
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
530
ServIces Offered

50 ACRES South Graves
County. Newly remodeled
4br, 2 bath Huge 24x30
family room, 20x40 in
ground pool with 16x30
pool house. 2 car detached
garage. large implement
shed 24x26 block workshop 7 stall stock barn,
approx. 41 acres cleared, 2
ponds. Only 20 minutes
from Murray. Shown by
owner, by appointment
only. Call
270-382-3922

1988 YAMAHA Blaster 4
wheeler
Gas
burner,
200cc, stock tire & wheels
Race & stock pipes red &
white Call 767-0863 after
6p m
1998 POLARIS 4- wheeler
500cc 446 miles Excellent
condition $3900 Call 7591033 after 5p m 435-5505
Used Cars
1989 FORD Probe. 5spd,
air, rebuilt motor. Runs &
looks great. $1650
767-0508.
1992 ASTRO Cony. Van
Ext. 1 owner, 97,xxx miles.
New tires. V-6. P/W, P/C,
CrT. Great shape. $7.000.
1994 Chevy 1500 Pick up
154,xxx miles, V-6. New
tires, fiberglass Shell
cover. Very good truck.
$7,000.
1997
Buick
Skylark. 37,xxx miles. New
tires', new brakes. 4 cylinder. 4 door, like new condi,tion. $8,000. Want to sell 2
or 3 Private Owner. Call
436-2326.

1992 OLDS ACHIEVA S
AUTO, P/L, TILT, CRUISE
$2.500. OBO. 767-0912
AFTER 5:30PM.

It
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Collared

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

759-1591
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks Home Additions
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages Carports, Pole
Barns Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Hauling.
tree work gutter cleaning,
etc 436-2867
AFFORDABLE, Quality
construction
you'll be
proud of! Residential building, additions garages,
remodeling, custom woodwork, roofing, vinyl siding,
fences, porches, concrete
and small repairs too. Free
estimates. 759-4441.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
fiemodeling• Repairs*
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGO
Certified.
435-4272.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ATTENTION Gardeners
Don't go another season
without Mother Nature's
best fertilizer. Cow manure
delivered in bulk Call
759-8690 & 489-2129
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic System,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
10% SR Discount Tracy
Manning 435-4006
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& RoofRepairs

1993 Beretta 3.1 engine.
Clean, 2dr., good tires.
Well kept 52.650 4892921.

Professional Work
Free Estimates

lialt

ervices Offered

Services Offered

GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters gutter supplies gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
KY Seamless Gutters
753-0278

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today.

753-5827
NEED a new deck? Need a
porch repaired? Need a
storage building? For all
kinds of carpenter work call
270-753-8147

s49.95
18" Satellite
Systems
Dish Network
OR
DirecTV
I lee Self Install Kits

PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL Income
tax, bookkeeping and related services Reasonable
prices Call Susan at 4892000

FREE Male & female cats:
Both one year old, house
cats, de clawed, neutered
& spayed All shots & lifter
box trained All records at
Veterinary Medical Center,
Murray Needs a loving
warm home. Call 436-2124
Monday6p m
SUREWAY Tree & Stump after
Removal Insured with full Thursday
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

A

753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

0 , PEC TV

Best Pnces On Pagers& Cell Phones
Come.see us at our new locatv

408 N. 12th St.
(Next to Pizza Hut)

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

1997 FORD Mustang V-6
Auto, black. $11.000.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY fur Friday. Jan. 21,
437-4034.
2000:
1998 CHEVY Monte Carto
Be as clear as possible in all forms of
Z34 Black with leather
ALL
Carpentry,
All
CONTRACTING
communication this year. You will see
interior. Tilt. cruise. CD.
Electrical. Home building, Roofing, vinyl siding, addicziun,onf
rnwor
confusion erupt more often than in previ-An
additions,
remodeling. tions. decks, kitchen
ous years. Others don't seem to speak the
porches, decks. Rotten remodeling, restoration
same language as you. Don't be hard on
floors, sagging
roofs.
family or yourself. Recognize that you
SPORTY 2dr 94 Mazda Home & Mobile repair, work Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 Years experihave unuSually high expectations. If you
MX-6 LS. V-6, pearl white, vinyl siding.
References. ence. Call Walters
are single. your ability to draw others
AM/ FM Cassette. heat & Licensed
& insured. Call Contracting, 753-2592.
remains Your strong suit. A friendship
A1C Drives great Beautiful Larry
N1M M0. Day- 753CUSTOM bulldozing & could become a lot more. If you are
car, priced right at 58.995. 9372.
Night- 753-0353.
backhoe work, septic sys- attached, you clearly enjoy each other's
Call 753-0952 or 753- Accept
Visa or Mastercard.
tems, 354-8161 after Apm, company. Your mate or significant other
4256.
ANTENNAS
Including Horace Sholar
could be changing. Be willing to adapt.
RV's, TV Towers, rotors.
You have a lot of fun together. LEO often
D&D ROOFING
Vans
amplifiers, and accesCall us for all of your roof- challenges you.
sories.
ing needs 436-2613
1996 Ford Windstar Van Dish Network & Direct TV
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
DOZER Work
Dual Air, P/VV, P/L. Cruise. Satellite Systems. Sales,
Have:
$45hr. 2 hour minimum
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
tilt, new tires. 69,xxx miles. Service and Installation
Call 759-1859
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
1 owner. S9900. 753-4073.
Beasley's Antenna
Leave Message
8 Satellite.
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
ELECTRICAL
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
Used Trucks
•**** Your imagination takes you in
New construction
502-759-0901.
remodeling, or lust replac- many directions. You could be confused
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
1986 MODEL 318 engine
by what a friend offers. Verify plans.
ing a switch
Trimming, removal, stump
Excellent
condition
Licensed & Insured
Make sure everyone is on the same page.
Currently mounted in 72 grinding, firewood. Insured
753-0834
Make long-distance calls; another is
model 3/4 ton Dodge pick- 489-2839
clearly delighted to hear from you.
up with transmission trouTonight: Kick up your heels!
ble. $600. 901-642-0941.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
1995 DODGE. One ton
*** Take care of basics. There is
dually diesel club cab
much confusion and a lot of misunderLaramie SLT. Automatic.
standings. You (eel trapped in a pressure
loaded, sharp, one owner.
cooker. Ask a partner for help and feedCall 753-2905 or
270-436-2269
back. Together you break patterns. Trust
489-2922.
your instincts. Tonight: The party is close
1-800-821-6907
1996 DODGE Ram 4x4
to home.
Sport 360 V-8 White, one
LICENSE12.1L1NiLMED Free Estimates Tree Trimming
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
owner 58.xxx. S14,900
Cleanup Servii e
24 Hr Service
- era
**** Confirm plans. Reiterate what
753-0444
1-ROI
Hedge Trimming Full Line of
you expect from another. You might not
1996 MAZDA 64000 SE.
Equipment
•
'I -17:k
Tree & Stump
he speaking the same language. A friend
King cab. 4x4. 35,xxx
Removal
Paul Lamb
or associate chips in and helps you clear
miles. 512.000. 759-8688
out problems. Good news happens natuafter 5p.m.
rally. Just go for what you want. Tonight:
1997 CHEVY Silverado.
Let your hair down and enjoy.
4x4. 1(1500 ext. cab LWB;
CANCER
(June .21-July 22)
full power, leather seats.
*** Deal with financial matters head$17.900 Excellent condion if you don't want chaos hitting your
tion Call 759-1033 after
All Types of Construction
wallet. Be more direct in chasing your
5p m. 435-5055
desires. Put in 100 percent at work.
New Homes and Additions
Bosses appreciate your enthusiasm and
rvices Offered
Metal Roofs, Pole Barns &
ideas. Learn new techniques, hut don't be
rebellious. Tonight: Your treat.
Handyman Services
A-1 Tree Service
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Stump removal& tree
**** Your personality sparkles. even
spraying
when pressure from others builds. You
492-8737 or 437-3044
have expectations, as do others.
Free estimates
Cleaning Somehow, none of you are clear about
DAVID'S
Services "Cleaning" vinyl what the others want A relationship
siding. homes, mobile heats up. Your flirtatious ways can get
homes, boats, brick drive- you in trouble' Tonight: Your high magways, parking lots, all exte- netism speaks.
rior cleaning, acid cleaning VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
available David Borders, *** Know when to take a back seat.
Get a car you want and credit
Completely Another means well but causes you trouInsured.
you deserve by calling the
Mobile Phone 502-759- ble by not listening completely Be
understanding. yet verify that your words
4734
have been received. Family might need
FENCING
Midway Fence Company to be put on the hack burner until you finChain link, & custom wood ish work Tonight: Let a loved one coax
privacy fences, installation you out the door
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.

489-6125

SOLD

amb Brothers

Tree Service

T & B BUILDERS
T

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Invite friends over. Make and
return calls. You have many choices, but
you need to be clear with a loved one. A
close tie is simply confused, not trying to
create uproar. Communication opens a
door. Populanty grows. Tonight: Reach
out for another.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Listen carefully to those in charge
about a get-together or work-related matter. Your ability to concentrate and get to
the essence of a problem separates you
from others. Let the good times happen
- don't hold back. Tonight: First join
co-workers, then go with the flow.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You are on communication
overload. You might not be able to put a
halt on the present chaos. Verify news.
Another could confuse you. Plunge into
living, not thinking. A child or loved one
lets you know how important you are to
him. Tonight: Play out your perfect
Friday night.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Build on your relationships
with others. Work as a team. You might
question another about a money matter.
If you receive an odd reaction, don't be
surprised. You certainly head in a new
direction. Your optimism helps everyone
come to an agreement. Tonight:
Togetherness counts.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You clearly think differently
than most. Don't minimize what is going
on. Allow others to give you feedback.
Be willing to work v..ith others. Give up
eccentncity for the moment. Friends help
you turn a dream into reality. Tonight
Hook up with the gang.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
*** You might need to venfy plans
concerning work. Another simply
doesn't think like you do. Spending
needs to be tamed, even though you want
to add to the quality of your life. Design
a strong budget. and vow to keep it.
Accept another's help. Tonight: Squeeze
in some exercise.
BORN TODAY
Singer Placido Domingo (1941). basketball player Hakeem Olajuwon (1963).
actress Geena Davis (1957)

4E19-2400

DIVORCED? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

270-753-1916

AUTO LOAN PHONE

General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

FREE!

OAN

CALL mit FREE

PHONE 877-We-say-OK
7 Minute A

royal

877-937-2965

Ledger ---Times

FAST CASH

Most Loan Decisions in 1 Hour
Receive Tax Refund Cash
S300 - S15.000
•Auto/Furniture/Other Purchases
•Cnnsolidation Loans
•Personal Loans •Homp Improvement Loans

Heights
FinanceFinance
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FROM ME TO YOU...Susan O'Neill (right) presents books to
Joan Weber, (left), teacher at the Calloway County Preschool
Center. The books were donated on behalf of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club's "Libraries 2000 Project."

Missing girl found;
abductor arrested
An abducted northern Indiana
girl was rescued unharmed in
southern California after a two-day,
cross-country odyssey with her best
friend's father, a convicted child
molester whom police arrested,
authorities said today.
Police took Alexis "Ally" Bendt,
14, of North Judson into protective
custody about 10:50 EST Wednesday night near San Bernardino,
Calif., said police in Naperville.
Ill., where the girl had disappeared
Monday night.
A San Bernardino County sheriff's deputy stopped a car driven by
James Copper, 47, of North Judson
and arrested the man, said a Naperville police sergeant who would not
give his name.
The girl's parents, Mark and
Janet Garvey, said today they
learned of their daughter's rescue
and Copper's arrest about 11 p.m.
Wednesday, and talked to Ally a
short while later.
Ally told them she and Copper
had not stopped during their twoday journey, and that she had not
been harmed. San Bernardino
County Sheriff's Department
spokeswoman Cindy Beavers also
said the girl appeared unharmed.
"She was getting a little scared,
that's what she told me, but I think
she trusted Jim enough to know he
wasn't going to hurt her," Karen
Garvey said.
"She sounded pretty good, she
was laughing and joking," Karen
Garvey said.
The girl spent the night in a foster home, and she was to be released later today in the custody of
Mark Garvey's sister, Cindy Lindsey of Fallbrook, Calif., which is
about approximately 60 miles south
of San Bernardino, the stepfather
said.
Ally was expected to fly to Chicago on Friday, he said.
Police found receipts from Colo-

rado in the car, Mark Garvey said.
"I can only speculate they got on
1-80 and kept going. Jim has relatives in California, and that must
have been his plan all along," Mark
Garvey said. San Bernadino is
about 60 miles east of Los Angeles.
Copper was awaiting extradition
today to DuPage County, Ill.,
where child abduction charges were
filed against him in connection
with Ally's disappearance on Monday.
The FBI had opened a nationwide manhunt for Copper, who allegedly had driven to the Chicago
suburb of Naperville, Ill., and drove
off with the girl.
Ally's parents had sent her to
Naperville to live with a relative
last month after becoming alarmed
at the amount of attention that Copper was paying to her.
"She's 14 and he's 47. That's
not right," Janet Garvey had said
Wednesday.
Copper had been convicted on
child molestation charges in 1988.
He also is wanted in connection
with an unrelated child molestation
case in Pulaski County, near North
Judson,
Indiana State Police Det. Tim
Isenberg said multiple juveniles
were involved in the case, which
resulted in three felony counts of
child molestation and two counts of
battery that were filed Jan. 6. He
would not release the victims' ages.
Isenberg said a backlog of cases
prevented state police from apprehending Copper.
"We just hadn't got to him yet,"
Isenberg said on Wednesday.
"There are only so many of us and
there are lots of people out there
with warrants on them. He happened to take off before we could
get to him.
Copper was also a defendant in
another child molestation case that
was dismissed in Lake County.
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Every Friday Night

EC 14.1•141,Go.00
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%,75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Weeek

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181
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Protect your
mobile home

HOW TO REACH OS...

NEED A CAR?

HANDYMAN,
Roofing,
Carpentry. Plumbing. Yard
Work, Porches & Decks
Any lob
Call Danny Paschal
492-8500
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-800-636-5262
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Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
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FREE
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Quick Approval Service
Former Bankrupts Welcom.

Dixieland Center, Murray
- (270) 759-0310
Porn Dial. Manager •.laneen Puckett, CSR

We're in the business of providing protection. That
means we have policies for all kinds of needs. We
have a policy just for mobile home owners, providing
protection for the home, personal property, and liability. Find out more about Shelter's Mobile
Homeowners policy.

We'll always
he there for you
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murra
759.1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Shelter Insurance ("ox, Home Office 1617 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218
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MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My legs are
swollen. The skin cracks and bleeds.
I've been told to elevate my legs, but I
can't sit all day in a lounge chair. My
doctor has prescribed diuretic medicine and says there's no cure. Is he
correct?
DEAR READER: You appear to be
suffering from chronic venous insufficiency, a condition caused by poor circulation in the legs, leading to edema
(swelling) and stasis dermatitis
(breakdown of the skin). Here is what
I think is happening:
When we sit or stand, gravity pulls
blood into the leg veins, toward the
feet. This causes a corresponding
increase in hydrostatic pressure; that
is, pressure in the leg veins increases,
leading to a condition called dependent edema.
Ordinarily, venous blood does not
tend to pool in the lower legs, because
of a system of valves that prevents
excessive venous backflow. However,
if the valves are incompetent and
don't fully close — as is the case with
varicose veins — the veins will dilate
and stretch over time, thereby accepting more blood and further increasing
the pressure.
Eventually, the veins balloon out. As
their walls become thinner, colorless
liquid from the blood leaks out into tissues. This edema fluid causes tissue
swelling, a feeling of heaviness and —
eventually — skin irritation.
Dependent edema is also a consequence of other conditions, however,
including heart failure, liver disease,
malnutrition and pregnancy. (The
edema of pregnancy is caused by the
developing baby that exerts progressive pressure on the pelvic veins,
thereby increasing hydrostatic pressure in the legs.)

Elevation of the legs and avoidance
of prolonged standing will help the
condition by using gravity to encourage blood flow out of the lower
extremities. In addition, diuretic
drugs, which stimulate the kidneys to
excrete excessive fluid, will often
reduce edema.
As you can see, treatment of edema
and stasis dermatitis depends on the
cause. Topical measures — such as
moisturizing creams, prompt attention to infection, avoidance of scratches and other trauma, and careful
washing — will help maintain skin
integrity and reduce discomfort.
However, despite skin treatment,
effective therapy must also address
the underlying condition.
While your doctor may be correct
that, in your case, the affliction cannot
be cured, useful therapy is certainly
available to minimize your discomfort.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I get severe itching and blisters from my nitroglycerine patches. I prefer patches to pills.
What can I do?
DEAR READER: Many drugs,
including nitroglycerine, are now
available in patch, rather than pill,
form. However, some patients are
severely allergic to one or more of the
components — including the adhesive
— of dermal delivery systems. If you
are reacting to the adhesive of your
nitroglycerine patches, your doctor
might agree to try nitroglycerine
paste instead. Or you may have to
resort to taking the medicine in pill
form. Such an alteration is, I've found,
usually beneficial and certainly beats
having to deal with itchy allergic skin
reactions. To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Consumer Tips on
Medicine."

DEAR ABBY: My late wife and
were married for more than 60
years. My reason for writing is to
express how shocking it is to find
many friends and relatives have
given me the cold shoulder since my
wife's funeral. I cannot understand
why.
The isolation and sense of loss at
a time of life when one needs support and encouragement have been
hard to cope with. The funeral expenses and the need to curb my
activities because of the decrease in
irkome are heavy enough changes
to absorb, but the rejection by
people I thought were friends hits
even harder.
Is there a specific reason for
these cold shoulders and lack of
phone calls — just when the opposite is needed? Several of these previous "friends" are strong church
attendees.
I served my country in World
War II and was wounded twice.
During my years of service, I never
met any servicemen who turned
their backs on me.
HURTING
IN LAKE FOREST,CALIF.
DEAR HURTING: Please
accept my sympathy for the loss
of your beloved wife. I'm sure
the loss is compounded by the
isolation you are now feeling.
However, since I do not know
the friends and relatives you
mention, I cannot guess at the
reason they have dropped away
just when you need them most.
In the same batch of letters
as yours, I received another
that touches on the same subject. I think you'll find it informative. Read on:

LOOKING BACK

group of people who belong to a very
exclusive club that no one wanted to
join, but each of us paid the dearest
price on Earth to join." All of us in
this group agree that the best medicine for our grief is our weekly
meetings.
I encourage all people who are
grieving to find a grief support
group. Ours, was formed by a coalition of churches. Following the
death of my husband, the mortuary,
the hospital and my church all told
me of grief groups. They are out
there, and you don't have to look too
far to find them.
GRIEVING BUT SURVIVING
IN EDINA, MINN.
DEAR GRIEVING BUT SURVIVING: Thank you for a timely
letter filled with excellent
advice for anyone who has suffered the loss of a loved one.
You may never know how many
people you have helped today
by providing such a detailed
road map for where to go for
help in coping with the loos of a
loved one. Often just being in
the company of those who are
coping with the same experience can be a lifesaver.
***

WORTH PONDERING: "It's
not enough to have lived. We
should be determined to live for
something. May I suggest that it
be creating joy for others, sharing what we have for the betterment of personkind, bringing
hope to the lost and love to the
lonely."
Leo F. Buscaglia (1924-1998)
***

Ten years ago
An average of $196.99 per hundred weight was reported for the
sale of dark fire cured tobacco on
the Farris and Growers Loose Leaf
Floors in Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Karen and Stanley Terry, a girl to
Kathleen and Mark Beale and a girl
to Ruby and Samuel Yoder. Jan.
16; a boy to Cindy and Randy Simmons and a boy to Carolyn and Hilton Dowdy, Jan. 17.
Mrs. Mertie Knight will be honored at a party in celebration of her
90th birthday Jan. 21 at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of the new
headquarters for the new MurrayCalloway County Hospital Ambulance Service at 805 Poplar St.,
Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. Paul R. McNeary,
Jan. 10; twin boys to Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Alderdice. Jan. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Aussie Pool were
married for 61 years Jan. 19.
Judy Grogan, registered nurse
from Murray, with the Mental
Health Center in Benton, spoke at a
meeting of the Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club
held at Triangle Inn.
Thirty years ago
Another wintry blast struck
Murray and Calloway County early
today blanketing the county with a
fresh cover of snow and forcing the
closing of Calloway County
schools for the second day in a row
and for the ninth day since Christ-

mas.

Tremon P. Farris, 63, died yesterday about 6:30 p.m. in a fire at
his home, one mile east of Tri City
on Highway 94.
Patricia Evans was crowned as
Miss Rainbow of 1970 by Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.
Forty years ago
Marine Sgt. Harry L. Hughes,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hughes,
is serving with the 10th Marine
Regiment, Camp LeJeune, N.C.
Published is a picture of Obera
Stagner and Martha Stagner of
Murray while on a cruise on the SS
Yarmouth to Nassau.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds were victorious in basketball
games with Western State College
and East Tennessee State College.
Mike O'Riordan was the high
scorer for Murray in both games.
Fifty years ago
"Sheriff Wayne Flora said that
most of the equipment used in the
recent search operation for recovery of the bodies of Talmadge Burkeen, Eugene Slocum and Robert
Healy, who drowned while duck
hunting on New Year's Day, had
been returned to owners. He said
that if anyone had equipment that
had not been returned to leave it by
his office," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Norsworthy and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Workman, Jan. 13.

DEAR ABBY: I recently lost my
dear husband, who died very suddenly. The grief following such a
CONTRACT BRIDGE
tragedy is indescribable. My salvation has been to keep busy and to
join a grief support group.
Yr. Limited Warranty
The reason I am writing to you is
.24-Month Free Replacement
to urge anyone who has suffered a
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Before The Cold Sets In —
Make Sure You're Riding On Good Tires!
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Warehouse Tire
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CROSSWORDS
downs
47 Columnist —
Bombeck
48 Small buses
52 Rocky
Mountain
park
55 Hawaiian
instrument
56 Wagers
58 Lyric poem
59 Obtain
60 Ship bottoms
61 0-U linkup

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
BOy,TALKI NG TO ELIZABETH
TAKES ME BACK FoRGOTTEN HOW HARD IT
VYAS TO GET THRouGH
Ft RilT YEAR UN i VERSON,/!

I'm Goo SHE TALKS To
you,ToHN.

1 Sine — non
4 Nobleman
9 Brother (sl.)
12 Actress
Hagen
13 Roof edges
14 Latin I word
15 Uncanny
17 Sthp of land
19 Ms. Chaplin
21 Hyson, e.g.
22 — point
25 Composition
29— art
30 Old World
lizard
32 At this place
33 Three (pref )
35 Broadway
musical
37 Footlike part
38 Vast ages
40 Grow in
length
42 Crackles
44 Lasts
45 — and

VEAH. I MOST HAVE
SPENT AN HOUR
WITH HER ON THE
NONE 31)ST NOW

GARFIELD
HERE'S A PICTURE OF
MY GRANDFATHER'S
ELBOW

1

2

DOWN
1 Can. prov
2 Southwestem
Indian
3 Man's name
4 Adolescent
5 Exclamation
6 Bird (comb.
form)
7 Bird's home
8 — Lauder
9 Sweet potato
II

III

•

7

16

19
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CONSIDERING I DON'T DO
ANYTHIN6, I LEAD A VERY
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 20, the
20th day of 2000. There are 346
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 20, 1981, minutes after
the presidency had passed from
Jimmy Carter to Ronald Reagan,
Iran released 52 Americans it had
held hostage for 444 days.
On this date:
In 1801, John Marshall was appointed chief justice of the United
States.
In 1841, the island of Hong
Kong was ceded to Great Britain. It
returned to Chinese control in July
1997.
In 1887, the U.S. Senate approved an agreement to lease Pearl
Harbor as a naval base.
In 1896, comedian George
Burns was born Nathan Birnbaum
in New York City.
In 1920, movie director Federico
Fellini was born in Rimini, Italy.
In 1936, Britain's King George
V died; he was succeeded by Edward VIII.
In 1942, Nazi officials held the
notorious Wannsee conference.
during which they arrived at their
"final solution" that called for exterminating Jews.
In 1986, the United States observed the first federal holiday in
honor of slain civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr.
One year ago: For a second day.
President Clinton's legal team argued its case before the Senate,
saying that House-passed articles of
impeachment were "flawed and unfair."
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22 Ballots
23 Dress
protector
24 Novelist Zola
26 That which
parts
27 Rugged
mountain
crest
28 Affirmations
31 Make
amends
34 Actress Balin
36 Ursula —
39 Made thread
41 Plant
exudations
43 Talk
46 -Auld Lang

Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
6 mo.
$37.5D
$75.00
1 yr.
Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
$69.50
6 mo.
1 yr.
$98.00
Money Order
NVC

Check
Visa
Name
Street Address
City

Zip_

State

48 Onnbung
vessel
49 White House
nickname
50 Southeast
Asian holiday
51 Sault —
Made
53 Harris and
Sullivan
11 Oir
54
57 Spanish
article

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Or call
(270)753-1916
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The selection is the hottest in town,
but the prices are a breeze to afford
all this month...SAVE 30 to 67%!

Gun Cabinet

949
Compare at $399
Traditional display 5 guns.
Wood grain finish with beautiful
etched glass door!

•

50% Off!
Queen Sleeper

49

Compare at'899

Handsome casual
headrest back, soft styling with
arms and queen padded flared
-size mattress
inside to
comfort guests
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$189

Compare at
Americana

$399

bunk bed styled
Warm
safety loth spindle pine
ladder and
details,
built
guard
right in! rails

Our custom credit plans let your breathe easier.
Ask for details!
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